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Fishing = happiness!

A

nother year draws to a close and another
milestone for this magazine, as we
celebrate our 25th issue. There were never
any specific goals for Off the Scale, only to help
inform, educate and inspire others and to bring
a shed-load of positivity to Irish angling. Proudly,
this has come to pass and I hope there’s at least
25 more to come!
November 13th saw the loss of a true angling
icon in John Wilson. The out-pouring of sadness,
emotion and love from anglers the world
over was quite simply amazing and showed
how many lives he touched - literally millions.
Primarily, this was through his superb ‘Go Fishing’
programmes. Like many of you, I devoured them
as a youngster, recording every one on VHS to
re-watch and study over and over again, never
missing an episode and hanging on each word. I
was surprised how hard his passing hit me before
realising it was because of how much he had
influenced my own life. As a kid, he was an idol
of mine and instilled so much of what is good
and great about angling, and the natural world.
Without him I simply wouldn’t be me and I know
many of you feel exactly the same. Thanks for
everything, John.
Getting away from nostalgia and romanticism,
the Irish Pike Society have officially issued High
Court proceedings against Minister Bruton and
the almost unbelievable, completely abhorrent
bye-law he recently signed which allows for the
persecution of pike under the guise of salmonid
protection. Salmonids - that’s salmon and brown
trout - need more protection, of that there is no
doubt whatsoever but for anyone, let alone a
well-educated politician in a position of power,
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to allow for such a deeply flawed piece of
legislation, one which deliberately ignores ALL
scientific advice from our regulatory body (IFI),
is shocking. The motivation behind the bye-law
is glaringly obvious to those who are asking
the right questions but I guess the MInisters
involved (Kyne, Canney and Bruton) will now
have to provide answers in the highest court in
the land. For once, anglers, led by the IPS, are not
backing down on this and it just shows what can
be achieved with a lot of hard graft, teamwork,
passion and the right motives.
You’ve just opened an issue well-suited for the
long, dark winter nights! We have some great
‘thinking’ articles to really get your teeth into and
the array of photography is particularly excellent
this time round - even better than our usual high
standard! With pieces of what makes successful
anglers successful (Peter Driver), how Atlantic
salmon can be saved (Ken Whelan), how Brexit
may affect the border counties’ fishing (Maurice
Neill), how trout-water pike are not less worthy
just different (Dermot Ogle) and even an article
on where the future of Irish carp fishing lies
(me!), there’s plenty to keep you entertained and
inspired in the run up to the holiday season.
And on that note, on behalf of all involved with
this magazine, may I wish you and yours a very
merry and safe Christmas. Hopefully you get out
fishing sooner rather than later!
Peace,
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A massive thanks and well done to our issue 25
contributors Simon Gibson, Pauric McGearty, young Eoin
Foley, Tony Campbell, Ken Whelan, Maurice Neill, Peter
Driver and Dermot Ogle.

A handful of potential held by renowned English carp
farmer Tony Campbell

As always, thank you to each and every one of the
people behind the scenes - you know who you are - and
to our valued advertisers for their continued support.
And lastly, thank you to our thousands of readers - you
make all of this hard work so worthwhile!
Please spread the word! Send emails and messages to
friends, like and share us on social media, tell everyone
you know about the great work here at Off the Scale
magazine!
Let’s all cast a new eye on angling together...

PS. Why not grab one of our
awesome 2019 calendars as a
Christmas pressie?! See pg 10
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The

lowdown

Want to share your news with us? Think we’ve missed
something that we should cover? Then drop us a message
via social media or email on editor@offthescaleangling.ie
# lowdownOtS

The major angling & fish related news from the past few weeks

NEW BYE-LAW ALLOWS MORE
IRISH PIKE TO BE KILLED

Ministers Kyne
(l), Bruton (m
) and Canney
quite unbelieva
(r) signing the
ble Designate
d Salmonid W
aters bye-law

Generations of anglers were left devastated on the 13th
of November at the news that legend John Wilson had
passed away aged 75, following a stroke at his home in
Thailand.

Countless thousands of Irish and international anglers are
still incensed and shocked as the new Designated Salmonid
Waters Bye-law was signed on October 25th by Richard
Bruton, TD, the new Minister for Communications, Climate
Action and Environment on behalf of Seán Canney, TD, the
new Minister of State for Rural Affairs and Natural Resources
with responsibility for fisheries.
Whilst the new legislation, Bye-law 264 (2018), already being
dubbed the ‘anti-pike bye-law’, purports to offer additional
protection to wild brown trout stocks through welcomed
improved biosecurity measures and the prohibition of
non-native species introductions, the grim reality is that the
legislation primarily allows for the continued persecution and
increased culling of pike (Esox lucius) on the seven designated
wild brown trout waters, namely Loughs Corrib, Mask, Conn,
Cullin, Carra, Arrow and Sheelin – water bodies which account
for some 26% of the total surface area of freshwater lakes in
Ireland.
Until this new legislation came into effect, specimen pike
(fish over 30lb in weight) in all Irish waters were protected
and catch and release was mandatory, with an angler legally
allowed to take one pike per day under a 50cm length limit.
The new Designated Salmonid Waters Bye-law will now
allow an angler to kill up to FOUR pike per day of ANY size on
six of the seven designated wild brown trout lakes (two per
day on Lough Sheelin) and their tributaries. The key role of
pike, an apex predator, in freshwater habitats is universally
understood and accepted in modern times and the ecological
damage that could result from this indiscriminate pike bag
limit is far reaching. This includes impacts to wild trout stocks
through increased pike numbers resulting from the culling of
larger pike, a phenomenon consistently observed when larger
predators are removed from a population.
The bye-law was initially drafted by Seán Kyne, TD, who
previously had responsibility for inland fisheries but has
recently taken up a new role as Minister with Responsibility for
the Gaeltacht. The new bye-law completely and conveniently
ignores not only the latest genetic evidence that pike are in
fact native to Irish waters (Pedreshci et al., 2014) but also the
recent pike diet research by Inland Fisheries Ireland (IFI) which
concluded that pike do not preferentially feed on brown trout
in Irish lakes, as had been vehemently maintained by pro-pike
culling advocates.
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ANGLING ICON JOHN WILSON DIES

Unbelievably, not only has the new bye-law been enacted
without the advice or any consultation with the statutory
body (IFI), but it was written in advance of both the pike diet
study (IFI, 2018) and the conclusion of a two-year long review
process by all stakeholders, the recommendations of which
are due shortly.
Given the above and the fact that pike angling is worth over
€100m to the Irish economy annually (NSAD, 2015), there is no
justifiable scientific nor economic rationale for the drafting of
this new bye-law, nor was there any attempt to provide it at
any stage.
There is no doubt that wild Irish brown trout require better
protection, as water quality continues to decline nationwide
and anthropogenic (man-made) impacts worsen. The
immense value, both recreational and economically, of
the seven designated wild brown trout waters cannot
be understated. However, the total failure, or perhaps
unwillingness, of both Minister Kyne and now Ministers Bruton
and Canney, to acknowledge and accept the latest scientific
evidence in relation to the fisheries management of the seven
designated wild brown trout lakes is inconceivable and raises
serious questions regarding the motivation behind this new
legislation.
The Irish Pike Society (IPS), who strongly condemn the signing
of the new bye-law on scientific and economic grounds, are
set to challenge the new bye-law in the High Court and, on
26th November, formally issued proceedings against the
Minister. Watch this space.
Help raise funds for the costly High Court challenge
against this bye-law by clicking HERE

He was most famous for his for his unparalleled and
highly successful ‘Go Fishing’ TV series which ran from
1986 to 2002, spanning an incredible 16 series. This was
at a time when fishing on television was in its infancy
and brought the joy of all types of fishing to literally
millions of homes. Originally broadcast on ITV in the UK,
Go Fishing was soon available to satellite TV customers,
picked up by various Discovery Channel subsidiaries
such as TLC, Discovery Home + Leisure and Discovery
Shed.
John also made many other fishing TV shows, mostly for
Discovery - over 160 in total across 30 different countries
- with his unique on-screen charisma as well as ability
to communicate his watercraft and understanding of the
natural world considered unrivalled, even to this day.
And of course, who could forget ‘that’ laugh!
Born in London but having spent much of his life in
Norfolk, he was a prolific writer for many magazines
including Angling, Coarse Fisherman, the Angling Times,
Angler’s Mail, Improve Your Coarse Fishing and more, as
well as author of over 20 books, including several seminal
works such as ‘John Wilson’s Fishing Encyclopaedia
(1995) and ‘John Wilson’s 1001 Top Angling Tips (2007).
His auto-biographical ‘Fifty Years a Fisherman’, published
in 1999, is also highly regarded and will no doubt quickly
become a collector’s item.
Once voted ‘the greatest angler of all time’ by an Angling
Times readers poll, he retired to Thailand in 2013 where
he established a fishery at Bung Sawan. However, he and
wife Jo had made plans to sell up and return to England
before he passed away. He was also in the process of
updating his autobiography to read: ’Seventy Years a
Fisherman’.
Simply put, John Wilson inspired an entire generation of
anglers and is rightly considered to be one of the most
influential anglers of all time. He will be sorely missed
but his legacy lives on.
Thanks for everything, John. RIP.

WORLD SILVER FOR IRELAND
UNDER-16S IN PORTUGAL
There was great success for Ireland recently as the team
claimed a silver medal at the 27th under-16 World Shore
Angling Championships held over four days in Vila Real de
Santo António, southern Portugal.
The team, managed by Joe Byrne and Brian Cooke, and
consisting of Eoin Foley, Finn Healy, Ben Barron, Evan
Ryan, Darragh Byrne and Finnian McCarthy, battled against
seven other nations and challenging, often sweltering
conditions to take 2nd place. There were particularly strong
performances by Evan Ryan on day 1 and Eoin Foley on days
3 and 4 which secured silver for the team. France took gold
with the Italians in 3rd place. England placed 6th.
The under-21s, made up of Sean Carley, David Farrelly,
Killian Farrelly, Ryan Blair, Jake Melley and Connor O’ Leary,
also struggled with the conditions and managed to place
7th overall, despite a good individual result for David Farrelly
on the final day.
The qualification process for these teams started last
year when anglers competed at club level in Provincial
Championships. The top five from each province then
competed at national level and the top six overall were
selected to compete on the world stage.
These recent successes build on last years (2017) results in
France, where the Irish U-21s won World silver, the under16s narrowly missed out on bronze and David Farrelly won
an individual U-16
silver medal. Ireland
will be the host
for the prestigious
World Shore Angling
Championships in
2020 and hopes are
rightly high for the
event.
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The major angling & fish related news from the past few weeks

NEW COARSE ANGLING FISHERY FOR DUBLIN
There has been some much-needed, positive
news for Dublin angling recently following the
procurement and opening of a new coarse fishery
at Ballymount Park, Tallaght in late October.

w
nt park can no
that Ballymou
ojects
pr
r
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m
Hopes are high
si
r
ence for othe
act as a preced

After years of hard work, Dublin-based angling charity
Killinarden Angling Initiative (KAI) have been given
the go-ahead to open a community-led public coarse
fishery in the south Dublin area. Set up in early 2014
in a designated disadvantaged area, KAI is a voluntary
group born out of the need for a fully-inclusive passive
sport in south Dublin, as a way to help with youth
development, social inclusion, cross community
relationships, substance abuse and, increasingly, the
management of mental health issues. They use angling
as a tool to help achieve these goals in both minors
and adults alike and it has, by all accounts, been highly
successful.
However, since its inception, KAI, steered by Pat ‘Buddy’ Ryan
and Stephen O Flanagan, have realised the desperate need for
more safe, public angling venues in the city and greater Dublin
area, not only to encourage more local youth participation
but also for the benefit of the local communities in general.
Through sheer hard work and relentless determination, as
well as the invaluable assistance and support from South
Dublin Council and Inland Fisheries Ireland, this has now
come to pass and a new managed, community-led fishery is
set to open in the near future.
Speaking about the importance of securing the new fishery,
Stephen told us, “It’s amazing. After nearly 5 years of looking
for venues, after so many disappointing false dawns, KAI
finally get to manage our own lake. We will now be able
to introduce more kids and adults to fishing, as well as
community groups from across south county Dublin. As so
many people know, an angling amenity like ours is really
needed in the Dublin area. Let’s be honest, fishing in Dublin
isn’t great, it’s deplorable at best!”
Stephen added that “Until now, KAIs juniors and adults have
had to travel right across Ireland to fishing venues just so
we have a chance at catching some decent fish. Now that
we have our own water it offers the chance for on-the-bank
workshops, competitions and much more. It also offers the
wider community the chance to come and fish in a safe
environment away from antisocial behaviour, where they can
really enjoy their fishing.”
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A rightly delighted Stephen was keen to acknowledge that “It’s
been a hard and long fight to get this venue and it has only
been made possible by the hard work of Cllr. Cathal King of
South Dublin County Council & Des Chew of Inland Fisheries
Ireland. Without their support we wouldn’t have got this far.”
Despite supporting some 40% of the Irish population, the
greater Dublin area has a surprising lack of public angling
amenities with managed venues offering safe and productive
fishing very few and far between. As well as the obvious
advantages this project will deliver directly in the short to
medium term, it is hoped that the initiative will also provide
a precedence for other similar community-led fisheries to
develop across the country.
The park lake, which covers approx. 4 acres (including two
small islands) is largely unknown in terms of its fish stocks rudd, perch and carp are known to exist - but it is hoped that
additional stocks will be made available with the assistance of
Inland Fisheries Ireland.
Fishing for members of the public is available for a nominal
fee by joining Killinarden Angling
Initiative.
For more information, please
click HERE

Richard Gormley has won a silver
medal at the 35th World Shore Angling
Championships held in north Wales. This
incredible success for the Team Ireland
and Tralee Bay SAC member follows
on from the great performances of the
Ireland under 16s who won a team silver
in the recent World Championships in
Portugal (see previous page).
Richie’s terrific personal achievement
came in spite of a tough competition for
Team Ireland who placed 11th overall,
with Portugal, England and Spain taking
gold, silver and bronze respectively.
Fishing was slow with small whiting and
the occasional dogfish the mainstay of
many anglers catches.

World silver medallist Richard Gormley (white
short, centre) celebrates his achievement

The 26th World Ladies Shore Angling
Championships were also held this week
in Wales with Lisa Gormley (Glengormley
SAC, Newtownabbey) and Nikki Foley
(Tralee Bay SAC) finishing in a very
respectable 9th and 12th place. The Ladies
team - which consisted of Lisa, Nikki,
Alisson O Sullivan, Janet Snoddy, Linda
Manton and Pat Shortt – got off to a great
start on day 1 but also found the fishing
tough going at times and finished 7th,
several places above home nation Wales.
France, South Africa and England took the
top three places, respectively.
The high level of performances and
results on the world stage by the youth,
ladies and men’s Irish teams in recent
years bodes very well indeed for the
upcoming World Championships in 2020
which will be held on home soil.
Well done to all of Irish teams from all of
us here at the magazine!

LARGEST IRISH SHARK NURSERY DISCOVERED
A rare nursery of the blackmouthed dogfish (Galeus melastomus), one of
our smallest shark species, has been discovered by scientists some 200
miles off the west coast of Ireland.
Footage of the area was captured during a seabed-mapping Marine Institute
‘SeaRover’ survey in July using the remotely operated vehicle (ROV) Holland
1, deployed from Irish Lights ship Granuaile and has just been released
following careful study by experts. Incredibly, the nursery lies at a depth
of up to 750m and is also located within one of Ireland’s six designated
off-shore Special Area’s of Conservation (SAC); areas which are strictly
protected under European law for various species and where no trawling is
allowed.
David O’Sullivan, the chief scientist on the SeaRover survey, said “It was
incredible, real David Attenborough stuff. This is a major biological find and
a story of this magnitude would have been on Blue Planet if they’d known
about it,” he said. “Very, very little is known on a global scale about deepsea shark nurseries.”
The footage and images show an abundance of shark egg cases, commonly
known as ‘mermaids purses’, lying on the remains of dead coral in what
has become the largest shark nursery found in Irish waters to date.
Blackmouthed dogfish (also known as catsharks) are unusual in their
particular genus as they (like about a third of all sharks) routinely exhibit
multiple oviparity, in which more than one egg can mature simultaneously.
Females may contain up to 13 developing eggs, though 1-4 is more typical.
The number of eggs laid annually can vary from an estimated 60-100,
increasing with female size.
Blackmouthed dogfish are very common in the NE Atlantic but typically live
at depths of 200-500m, although they have been recorded at over 2000m.
For this reason, they are rarely encountered by anglers although in recent
years (since 2008) more have been targeted and caught recreationally
off northern coasts. The Irish record, as set by the Irish Specimen Fish
Committee (ISFC) currently stands at 1.33kg (just under 3lbs) and was
caught from the deep waters of Red Bay, off the Antrim coast.
The species is often taken as bycatch in demersal trawl and longline
fisheries and is generally discarded despite being placed on the
International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) ‘Red list’ of
threatened species.

A video-still of the blackmouthed dogfish nursery
recently discovered 200 miles off the west coast of
Ireland at a depth of 750m (credit: Marine Institute)
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2019 A4 wall calendar

*FREE ROI & NI DELIVERY!

Showcasing life through an angler’s eyes
Our glossy A4 wall calendar (which opens to A3 size) contains 12 of our most
inspirational game, coarse and sea angling-related images, along with all the
important dates, holidays, moon phases and room to write in your fishy notes.
Proudly printed in Ireland using paper & inks from sustainable sources because, you
know, we care.
You will honestly struggle to find a better quality fishing calendar anywhere and
that makes this the perfect gift for the angler in your life this Christmas! Not only will
you be making someone very happy but you’ll be supporting Ireland’s #1 angling
magazine, allowing us to keep getting better and better.

Payment processed by

ORDER HERE VIA OUR
ONLINE SHOP

Only*

€12 !
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DISEASE HITS SHANNON CRAYFISH

The
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# lowdownOtS

The major angling & fish related news from the past few weeks

A small number of dead white-clawed
crayfish (Austropotamobius pallipes)
were reported on the river in early
November and subsequent DNA
analysis by the Marine Institute has
confirmed they died from crayfish
plague (Aphanomyces astaci), a
highly infectious fungal infection
which causes 100% mortality in this
declining and very important species.

NEW INVASIVE FISH IN IRELAND?
There are fears of a new invasive fish species
in Irish waters following the highly surprising
report of a goby being caught recently from Lough
Ramor near Virginia in Co. Cavan.
The image of what appears to experts be a round
goby (Neogobius melanostomus) surfaced on
social media a few weeks ago, after employee of
the famous Rory’s Fishing Tackle in Dublin, Patryk
Stolarczyk, allegedly caught the small but possibly
highly significant fish on dropshot gear on Sunday
14th October.
Round gobies can tolerate both fresh and brackish
waters and are native to the Caspian and Black Sea
regions. They have proved to be highly invasive
in the Great Lakes of North America, where they
were introduced through cargo ship ballast water.
They have caused widespread ecological change
to native fish populations through high egg
predation, in particular. Interestingly, the species
primarily feeds on zebra mussels, also a highly
invasive species in Ireland.
If the fish is indeed a round goby then it would
be among the first reported from Irish waters,
although several unconfirmed reports for other
waters (lacking photographic evidence) have
surfaced since the news broke. There are many
goby species around the world and indeed
the Irish coast, with common marine species
such as the black goby showing very similar
characteristics to the above image. Whilst the
fish is not available for formal identification (was
used as deadbait after capture!), Inland Fisheries
Ireland have been notified and are currently
investigating.
Given the impact they have had in other countries
and the delicate balance many Irish freshwaters
are in, if you have seen or caught anything
resembling a round goby in freshwater then we
would implore you to report it to your local IFI
office, or us here at the magazine!

The only pictur
e of what appe
ars to be a
round goby, al
legedly caught
from Lough
Ramor (credi
t: Rory’s Fish
ing Tackle)

DRAFT 2019 SALMON & SEA TROUT
REGULATIONS PUBLISHED
A draft of the proposed wild salmon fishing regulations for
the 2019 season have been published by Minister of State
with responsibility for inland fisheries, Seán Canney.
Any person may submit observations/objections to the draft
regulations at any time during the period of 30 days concluding
on 13th December, 2018, either to the Inland Fisheries
Division, Department of Communications, Climate Action and
Environment, Elm House, Earlsvale Road, Cavan Town, H12
A8H7 or by e-mail to IFDPublicConsultations@DCCAE.gov.ie.
All submissions received will be published on the Department’s
website following the conclusion of the consultation period.
All the information regarding which rivers will remain or
become open, closed and or catch and release fisheries,
including Statutory Instruments and Bye Laws, is also available
online.
MORE DETAILS
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An outbreak of crayfish plague has
been confirmed on the River Al, a
small tributary of the River Shannon
in Athlone, Co. Westmeath.

The fungus attaches to thin areas
of outer shell (cuticle) as a spore
and then grows through the tissues,
leading to death in all cases within
2-3 weeks. The swimming spores
then transmit directly from the
infected or recently dead crayfish to
other areas downstream. Spores are
easily spread accidentally by anglers
and other water users (e.g. canoes,
kayaks, boats) through wet gear, and
might also be spread inadvertently
by water birds and other organisms.
The fungus affects the normal vision
of the crayfish and so it may be seen
crawling around in broad daylight
where it usually wouldn’t, although
dead crayfish are the obvious sign of
infection. Crayfish plague originated
in North American crayfish and it is
their introduction to Europe which
has caused many white-clawed
populations to decline. To date
no non-native crayfish have been
discovered in Irish waters.
White-clawed crayfish, which are

native to Irish waters, have suffered
widespread declines through their
European range in recent
decades and are offered
strict legal protection
as
an
Annex II species under the EU
Habitats Direction as a result. The
species is also afforded protection
under the Irish Wildlife Act (1976,
amended 2000). Ireland represents
one of the last remaining strongholds
for the species. Crayfish are
considered a vital part of healthy
ecosystems where they occur,
recycling organic matter and
nutrients as well as providing a
rich food source for a whole host of
animals, including fish.
The Al River rises in the townland
of Crosswood approximately 3km
east of Athlone and flows in a south
westerly direction for a distance
of approximately 5 km eventually
entering the river Shannon
downstream of the weir at Golden
Island. As with other infected sites, it
is unclear at present how the plague
was been introduced to the river but
this outbreak has intensified fears
for the conservation of the species in
Ireland’s major river system.
Ireland was officially considered
free from crayfish plague until 2015,
when an isolated case was identified
in County Cavan. Last year (2017)
large-scale outbreaks occurred on
the rivers Suir, Barrow, Limerick Deel
and Lorrha (Tipperary). Regulatory
authorities were heavily criticised
for not doing more to prevent further
spread of this deadly virus, with
waterside signage and voluntary

bans on water sports and angling
at infected sites the only measures
implemented. Public awareness
campaigns on the issue were
deemed relatively ineffective by
many stakeholders. This most recent
outbreak in a Shannon tributary is
yet another reminder of how fragile
our aquatic ecosystems are and that
all anglers and water users need
to be extra vigilant in the cleaning
(hot water), disinfecting and drying
of their wet gear/equipment before
moving between water bodies. If
you observe any peculiar crayfish
behaviour then please contact the
NPWS, Waterways Ireland, Inland
Fisheries Ireland or this magazine
immediately.
Further analyses are still ongoing to
establish if there may be any links
between the River Al and previous
outbreaks of crayfish plague.

EU CRITICAL OF ‘SEVERE’ WEAKNESSES IN IRELAND’S FISHERIES CONTROLS
Ireland’s fishery protection controls suffer from “severe and
significant weaknesses” with a lack of “effective” enforcement and
penalties and are deeply flawed according to an as-yet unpublished,
highly-critical European Commission investigation.
The audit from the European Commission’s directorate-general
examined controls in place in Killybegs, Ireland’s largest fishing port,
to protect mackerel, tuna, herring and blue whiting stocks in Irishcontrolled waters and found Ireland met just one of eight benchmarks
to “fully inspect” landings of bulk pelagic species on 2017. Clearly, this
makes effective regulation and enforcement impossible.
Weighing systems in factories are also scrutinised, with the draft report
noting that the State’s Sea Fisheries Protection Authority (SFPA) had
significantly increased control of weighing in the bulk pelagic fisheries
due to “diminished trust of the industry”.

It says there has also been “no attempt made by the Irish authorities
[SFPA] to quantify the level of historic under-reporting of pelagic
catches”, and estimates this could amount to 8,450 tonnes or nearly
13 per cent of the Irish quota for 2018 if the fleet conducted five trips a
year, at full capacity. Weighing systems in factories are also scrutinised,
with the draft report noting that the State’s Sea Fisheries Protection
Authority (SFPA) had significantly increased control of weighing in the
bulk pelagic fisheries due to “diminished trust of the industry”.
The report places culpability for the flaws in Irish fishery controls on
a lack of investment in fishery protection. Ireland has been asked to
respond to the draft audit, and the European Commission says the
State’s follow-up was “imperative to address such shortcomings as a
matter of urgency”.
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A day afloat with Simon Gibson

Simon
says
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Words & images by Bill Brazier
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To find yourself in an area where there is
seemingly more water than land is surely any
angler’s dream. As the van twisted and turned
down the Fermanagh back roads in the half-light
of dawn, under Google’s invaluable guidance, I
couldn’t help but chuckle to myself as swathes of
blue flanked me on either side. The possibilities
seemed endless and yet, at the same time,
completely overwhelming. Thousands upon
thousands of acres to explore and choose from
but where to start?

Luckily, on this occasion I had that ohso-important local knowledge to glean
information from and as I pulled up to
one of the main slipways in this part of
the world, predator guide Simon Gibson
was just reversing his boat into the water.
Although my fishing would be only with
a camera this trip, there is an increasing
number of Irish pike anglers taking
advantage of local guides in more recent
years. Time is tight for many of us, be it
due to work or family commitments, and
to spend your hand earned cash driving
to somewhere like Lough Erne, with its
labyrinth of waterways, and expecting
decent sport straight away is foolishly
optimistic. It happens, of course - the red
letter days we all see on social media, the
lucky capture of a huge pike on someone’s
first trip to a particular water – but more
often than not those unfamiliar with such a
large system end up driving around half the
day looking for likely spots to fish instead of
actually fishing. Don’t get me wrong, this is
all part of the joy of fishing new areas, the
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discovery, the exploration but if you have
limited time or experience it really pays
(literally) to employ the services of a local,
at least to start with.
Not only do people like Simon
know considerably more about the water
than you will, paying for a day’s guiding
also brings other advantages, in this case
a pimped-out near-17ft ft Sylvan Sport
Troller powered by forty Japanese horses.
Our playground today, Upper Lough Erne,
covers some 8000 acres, depending on
where you draw the imaginary lines, and
a set up like this is not only safe for such
a large sheet of water but also highly
efficient. A considerately slow motor out
of the marina allowed us to come face to
face with a kingfisher hunting for breakfast
– we took this as a good omen for the day –
and then full throttle allowed us to travel a
couple of miles in no time at all! Skimming
along at 25 knots, Simon recalled his days
owning more modest crafts and bluntly
said in his Armagh accent, “If you’re gonna’
do somethin’, you might as well do it right!”

RIGHT

A prime pollan thaws out
against the magnificent
backdrop of a moody
Upper Lough Erne sunrise

>>
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LEFT

Pretty instant action as
Simon bends into the first
hard fighting Erne pike of
a glorious late Autumn
morning

RIGHT

A superb 18lb 2oz fish
which fell to a pollan in
25ft. She clearly had a lot of
winter weight still to put on

T

he first spot we headed to was a large
basin of deep water, surrounded by
a network of heavily wooded islands,
all showing off their late autumn colours.
The sheer scale of the lake, as well as the
scenery, was truly impressive, even when
ruffled by the first substantial easterly
wind of the season. To the uninitiated, Si
cut the engine and dropped two anchors in
the middle of nowhere but the Garmin told
a different story. “This is a great area” he
assured, “a big, deep bowl of 20-40ft which
is full of bait fish in the winter. Ideally today
I think we want around 25ft of depth”. As if
one cue, silver fish (what looked like roach
x bream hybrids) started topping all around
us and three floats soon joined them.
I was mightily impressed with the
extra fresh and fat pollan Simon pulled
from one of the many neatly disguised
cubby holes on the boat, a species once
common in large Irish lakes like the Erne
but nowadays largely confined to Lough
Neagh. “Roach and pollan are my go-to
baits here, I rarely look at anything else.
If the pike are ‘on’ then I’m confident of
catching” Si explained. “And what about
the days when they’re not ‘on’?” I cheekily
asked. With a grin he replied, “Ah well,
then usually I’d head back down the river.
If the lake is dead then usually you can get
one or two nice fish off the river, they seem
to be different animals. I guess having to
work against the flow all the time means
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they need more energy, have to eat more”.
Even though ‘down the river’ was miles
from where we began the day, the boat
would mean we could execute Plan B in
double-quick time if needed, which is vital
on such short winter days.
For now, Plan A seemed to be
working just fine though and, not ten
minutes after dropping a pollan to the
bottom, the float bobbed and crept away.
The speed of the take – very deliberate
and slow – had us both very excited and so
often this is a sign of a bigger fish; a bigger
fish on the Erne could easily be a mid or
upper twenty! Although Simon’s strike
was met with a solid resistance it came
to the boat surprisingly easy. Once it was
directly under us it woke up though and
I have to be honest and say I was amazed
at the power of the fish. Even off a tight
clutch it repeatedly took yards of braid as

>>

The speed of the take – very deliberate
and slow – had us both very excited and so
often this is a sign of a bigger fish; a bigger
fish on the Erne could easily be a mid or
upper twenty!
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it dove for the bottom four fathoms away,
no doubt trying to reach the sanctuary of a
pile of zebra mussel-encrusted rocks lying
not far from the boat. Victory was Simon’s
though and a lovely upper double was soon
netted. “As easy as that, huh?!” I smiled in
jest. “Aye, not a bad start mate!”. The fish
was typical of the Erne, heavily spotted,
long but very muscular and dense and she
spun the dial of the scales round to a very
satisfying 18lb 2oz. The morning sun lit
her up beautifully as it overcame the cloud
rolling in from the east. I realise I am in
the minority here, living way down south
(Cork/Kerry) for many years now, but an
‘18’ could well be a season’s best on the few
pike waters to be found there. On the Erne
it was just a ‘good start’.
That good start soon became a
great one, as two more low to mid doubles
took a liking to Simon’s pollan, which
naturally popped-up some 18” from the
lakebed due to their gas-filled swim
bladders. All the while the bait fish kept
revealing their presence and a periodic

switch-on of the sounder revealed masses
of bait fish all around us. “It’s hard to think
of many waters capable of producing the
pike sport the Erne does these days” Simon
mused having just returned the third fish
of the morning. “I don’t reckon there’s
many true monsters, like thirty pounders,
but there’s a lot of twenties and good upper
doubles to be had. There’s so much food for
them and there’s so much water for them to
escape pressure”. I looked around again as
he said that, scanning hundreds of acres of
water, and all I saw on a Sunday morning
were winter-visiting whooper swans – not a
single angler anywhere to be seen!

A

fter he inexplicably lost what was
clearly a very good fish to a hook
pull (which we won’t dwell on!), the
bites dried up and that gave me a chance to
ask Simon about why he has chosen to set
up his guiding business, Guided Predator
Angling. “It’s just something I’ve always
wanted to do, mate. I love going out with
other anglers and get a real kick out of
helping someone catch a fish, especially
a big ‘un”. Si isn’t a full-time guide, he still
has a regular job to do during the week,
but the weekends are increasingly devoted
to guiding on the Erne. “I’ve already got
bookings into April [2019], with numerous
repeat clients so I must be doing something
right”. With a very impressive boat full of
good quality gear, good company and

>>

TOP LEFT

It’s just something I’ve always wanted
to do, mate. I love going out with other
anglers and get a real kick out of helping
someone catch a fish, especially a big ‘un

Simon provides his clients
with all the gear they could
want, be it bait, fly or lure.
Happily, the quality of it is
top-notch
BOTTOM LEFT

A cracking mid-double from
a hectic spell when Si’s float
kept disappearing!
ABOVE

Hundreds of acres and not
a soul to be seen. Endless
possibilities...
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surrounded by stunning scenery, it wasn’t
hard to see why. “The boat must have set
you back a bit?” I enviously enquired. With
a sharp intake of breath and a raised brow
he agreed, “Yeah, it was a pretty major
investment but like I said earlier if you are
going to do something in life then why not
do it to the best of your ability, especially if
you’re taking money off people. You know,
you owe it to them to give them the best day
out you can and whilst no one can always
guarantee fish I can at least promise a
comfortable, enjoyable trip”.

M

y chaperon for the day was keen to
show me some river stretches and
so, with no more action from the
prey fish-filled basin or a second nearby
drop-off, the boat sped to a new location. We
passed some absolutely incredible looking
shallow bays on our way and I couldn’t help
but wonder what the sport must be like on
lures or the fly in the springtime…
There had been lots of rain recently
and although starting to fine-down, the
river was still quite dirty and pacey and
so we first tried a large deep bay off the
main current. It looked very promising
but after an hour it had failed to deliver.
Checking the time on his phone, Simon
suddenly starting to reel in the floats. “An
hour is usually enough” he said with some
confidence. “I see a lot of guys who are
almost afraid to move spots, they sit there
all day sometimes without a sniff. You have

“An hour is usually enough” he said with
some confidence. “I see a lot of guys who
are almost afraid to move spots, they sit
there all day sometimes without a sniff. You
have to make things happen sometimes”
>>

FAR LEFT

Local knowledge and being
prepared to move kept the
bites coming. This fish, like
all the ones landed on the
day, was immaculate

LEFT

Another hard-fighting
double about to come to
the net as the evening sun
began to dip

ABOVE

The markings on the Erne
pike are truly beautiful, with
a heavy covering of spots
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to make things happen sometimes and a
move is usually a positive thing. At least
you feel like you are trying and that brings
confidence, which means you fish better”
As I helped reel in a rod I found myself
nodding in agreement.
Another
high-speed
glide
downstream and we were soon tucked in
behind a tiny reedy point. “It’s not very
deep here” he admitted, “maybe only 15ft
but with the flow today I reckon some
fish should have moved in. It’s worth a go
anyway” he optimistically insisted.
It was a case of point proven again
as, similar to this morning, a bite came
within just a few minutes. What is it they
say about five minutes in the right spot?
As Simon held up another low double for
the camera in the glorious late November
sunshine, a glance over my shoulder told
him the other rod away too and after
another excellent fight double number five
of the day - this one about 14lb – lay on the
unhooking mat. “Lovely fish aren’t they?”,
admired Simon. Yes, they were; fin perfect,
fighting fit, beautifully marked, wild Irish
pike.
As the sun started its unbelievably
early dip, so too vanished the float again.
This, we agreed, would be an ideal way
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to end a very enjoyable trip – despite the
chilling easterly – and even though it turned
out to be the smallest of the day, around
9lb, we couldn’t complain. Ringing around
to compare results with other local anglers
it seemed Simon had produced the goods,
with that cracking first fish being one of the
better fish of the day from the wider area.
Five doubles to 18lbs and a high single,
with a decent lost fish as well, “How does
that rate then, for here?” I questioned as
we tidied up the rods and put them in their
holders before racing the sunset back to
base. Happily, but nonchalantly Mr. Gibson
responded “Average enough”. If that’s an
average day out then I look forward to one
of the good ones!

ABOVE

The last fish of a very
successful but, in Simon’s
own words, “average” day
on the Erne. There are few
systems anywhere on the
island at the moment that
can produce pike sport like
this place. In many ways it’s
like pike fishing should be!

Guided Predator Angling
Simon Gibson offers pike & perch fishing on the Lough Erne system. All
tackle & lunch is supplied and clients can choose from bait, lure or fly
fishing. To check availability and make bookings contact Simon on:
(+44) 7756222271
guidedpredatorangling@outlook.com
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FEATURE

Carafin Lodge

Home comforts and untapped potential in Cavan

N
N

estled in the rolling
countryside of Cavan,
situated on a hilltop
amongst the maze of rivers
and lakes that make up the Lough
Oughter and ultimately the Erne
system, lies an ambitious and very
promising new fishing destination Carafin Lodge.
The project is the brainchild
of local farmer and keen pike angler
Pauric McGearty who, since returning
from a ten-year stay in Australia,
has decided to take advantage of the
natural resources literally on his
doorstep and develop Carafin Lake,
the aim being to establish a leading
angling and recreational amenity.

IN THE LAKELANDS...
Located near Butler’s Bridge not
far from Cavan town, the area will
already be familiar to many coarse
and pike anglers, with famous centres
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such as Belturbet, Killeshandra,
Cootehill and Lough Gowna all
close by. As it stands, Carafin,
which extends to just over
a hundred acres, is well off
the beaten track and fished
occasionally by a few locals with
access only viable by boat. The lake
is undeniably picturesque – even on
a dull November’s day - flanked by
gently sloping farmland and scenic
woodland, well away from any main
roads or access tracks. The silence
and sense of solitude is very apparent
and, being situated on Inishmore
(meaning ‘big island’ in Irish), the fact
that you are literally surrounded by
water on all sides is very comforting.

Cover image
As far as views from dedicated
angling accommodation go, this
place takes some beating!
Map
Carrafin Lodge is smack bang in the
middle of the Cavan lakelands
Below
Even under heavy skies on the dull
late Autumn day of our visit, the
scenery was very impressive. This
view shows about a third of the
lake, with as much again to the left
and through the channel in the
distance.
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Loosely M-shaped and
essentially split into two halves via
a 60 metre-wide channel, Carafin is
situated on the upper River Erne,
which flows through a disorientating
but very appealing network of lakes
and channels. The lovely Annalee
River, a renowned trout and pike river
in its own right, joins the system at
the upper end of Carafin.

The lake is undeniably
picturesque – even on
a dull November’s day flanked by gently sloping
farmland and scenic
woodland, well away from
any main roads or access
tracks

AN UNKNOWN QUANTITY...
The fish stocks are very exciting, to
say the least – wild and unpressured.
Pike are the main species fished for
in the area and have been caught
here to over 20lb in the past but it’s
fair to say that the Carafin predator
potential has not yet been realised.
“Aside from pike, the lake has very
large stocks of roach and perch, lots
of prey fish” explains Pauric, “and the
numbers of bream are still here which
is great to see. Slabs of 6, 7, 8lbs are
pretty common in the catches of the
few that have coarse fished the lake”.
True enough, the water does scream
‘bream’ with average depths of 15-20ft
and a nice level lakebed so beloved of
the species. Incidentally, there is also
large shoals of roach x bream hybrids,
gudgeon and some rudd. Tench are
also present and there are a number
of shallower weedy bays that look
very promising – again, no one has
really fished seriously for them!
But this is all set to change
in 2019. Not only has access been

Left
The entrepreneurial Pauric
McGearty is a keen pike angler and
that shows in the whole way Carafin
is being set-up
Bottom left
Being on the Erne, the water levels
can rise and fall incredibly quickly
so a floating pontoon was an
obvious work-around
Above
Situated on a hilltop, both lodges
overlook the lake & pontoon and
the views are more than any angler
could ask for

provided to the lakeshore but a large
floating pontoon has been installed
which acts as a launch point for
the nine lake boats (complete with
outboard engines) Pauric currently
has on site, including three brand
new Redfin 5700s. A lakeside tackle
storage unit is also available. “I want
to cater for both pike and general
coarse anglers” explained our
determined host. “On a lake this size
you obviously need a boat, engine and
fish finder for successful piking and
I thought it would be better if anglers
could just turn up and not worry
about towing their own craft. I’ll also
be offering a pike guiding service
for those that want it”. As well as
Carafin itself, a boat opens up access
to the River Erne upstream as well
as a series of large lakes including
Inismuck and Carratraw downstream.
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Right
Carrafin currently has no fewer
than 9 lake boats for customers,
including three new 18.8ft Redfin
5700s. Each boat also has an engine
in storage. There’ll be no ‘making
do’ here!
Below
Pauric has taken no short-cuts with
anything. Even the rod holders on
the boats are of top quality.
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Far left
Looking northeast up the lake to
the Rivers Erne and Annalee, which
join as the enter Carrafin
Left
Urney Bridge on the Annalee just
upstream of Carrafin, a renowned
trout and pike river in it’s own right
Below left
On somewhere as unpressured
and unknown as Carrafin you never
know what might the next bite may
bring...
Below right
There’s a well-stocked tackle shed
on the lake shore, housing an
array of outboards, rods and safety
equipment

On the coarse fishing front, Pauric is in the
process of building no fewer than 18 pegs over two areas
to cater for general pleasure and local match anglers
alike. “There’s been a big interest so far in the new
swims”, he explained, “especially from match fishing
clubs excited about somewhere new to fish. Would you
believe, for all the water we have around here there isn’t
actually that many places that can accommodate large
groups of anglers for bank-based competitions. It’s very
much a case of the same old places”. Having grown up
on the banks of the lake – the home farm is literally
overlooking the shore – Pauric relayed his confidence
that Carafin will provide some fantastic fishing in
the years to come. “A few lads have fished here, halfheartedly, just off the pontoon for a few hours with no
prep work and had superb sport. A personal prebaiting
service will be a big part of the Carafin experience and
I’m really excited about what results can be achieved
with that approach”.

What’s available at Carafin Lodge?
Accommodation

Two self-catering lodges - sleeping x3 and x5 people

Boat hire

Choice of 9 lake boats (with engines & oars)

Guiding service

Guided trips (boat or shore) for pike
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“Aside from pike, the lake
has very large stocks of
roach and perch, lots of
prey fish, and the numbers
of bream are still here
which is great to see.

18 designated pegs/swims

Fish two areas, covering approx. 700m of lakeshore

Rod & reel hire

Full range of pike gear available

Bait & tackle

Both bait & tackle supplies for sale on site

Pre-baiting service

Full pre-baiting service available for guests
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A REAL HOME FROM HOME
You will probably agree that this all sounds pretty
great – a huge lake with untapped potential and
exclusive access in a beautiful part of the country - but
it gets better! The real stand-out element of the whole
development is the self-catering accommodation, which
consists of a converted garage which sleeps three people
and a novel 36x22ft modular home (pictured above)
which sleeps up to five. Both lodges have recently been
completed to exacting standards and are fully and very
tastily furnished, featuring central heating, showers,
kitchen, lounge area, TV and more. In truth, the quality
of the lodges is well beyond what you would expect
for angling accommodation. Outside, there is even a
large tackle shed complete with bait fridge/freezer and
a heated drying room for wet gear and boots. Credit
where credit is due, no expense has been spared here
and the entire set-up is highly professional and clearly
thought-out by an angler. As you can see, the views
alone from the lodges are enough to whet the appetite!
The possibilities for Carafin are abundantly
clear – what amounts to luxury angling accommodation,
what is essentially a private 110-acre lake filled with
truly wild fish stocks, beautiful scenery, plans for an
on-site tackle shop – it is genuinely refreshing to see
such enthusiasm for such an ambitious angling project
in this country. Already massively impressed, on leaving
the site Pauric’s passing comment was that he wanted
Carafin to be “a flagship angling destination for both
Irish and visiting anglers” – with his infectious ambition
it certainly seems likely that this will be the case.
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The real stand-out
The lake is undeniably
element of the whole
picturesque – even on
development is the selfa dull November’s day catering accommodation...
flanked by gently sloping
Credit where credit is
farmland and scenic
due, no expense has
woodland well away from
been spared here and the
any main roads or access
entire set-up is highly
tracks
professional

Want more information?
You can contact Pauric McGearty on 086-8810014 or
email pauricmcgearty@mail.com
Be sure to keep an eye out next spring when we will be
returning to Carrafin – with rods – to see what mysteries
lie beneath!
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WORLD’S
debut

Eoin Foley on winning
a World Championships
under-16 silver medal

R

Representing your
country is an honour
in any and every
sport and my sport
just happens to be fishing.
I got to experience that privilege
recently as the Irish U21 and U16
teams travelled to Portugal to partake
in the most prestigious competition
in sea fishing, the World Shore
Angling Championships. Winning this
competition is the pinnacle of shore
competitions and being given the
opportunity to fish at one is something
very few people experience. Other than
myself, the under-16 team members
were Finnian McCarthy, Evan Ryan,
Darragh Byrne, Ben Barron and Finn
Healy.
Our preparation for the event
kicked off a few months before the
competition was scheduled to start,
with us all spending hours and hours
on building the traces prescribed to us
by our managers, Brian Cooke and Joe
Byrne. Making traces so far in advance
can be a long and tedious task but the
thought of taking part and getting to
fish every day for two weeks is the best
incentive ever to get through it!
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Eventually the time came
for our gear to be packed into the van
before it left for Dublin airport a few
days ahead of us. It was good and
helpful to have a deadline and the last
few days were fairly intense, gathering
and packing everything together,
double and triple checking everything
was in order. We then had a few days
to look forward to and made the final
preparations for the trip to Vila Real
de Santo António in sunny southern
Portugal.
We travelled from Dublin to
Faro and as a team we always travel
in our official gear, so everyone is in
team mode from the start. We arrived
to sizzling temperatures, very much
different to home, so we all dashed
to put on our shorts and t-shirts and
we were given the rest of the day to
acclimatise and explore before the hard
work began.
The practise sessions started
straight away, and we all enjoyed
fishing different venues, with new
species and techniques. Some things
were hard to get used to, like the bait,
for example. It was a lot softer than

27th under-16 World Shore
Angling Championships
Vila Real de Santo António,
Algarve, Portugal

1st FRANCE
2nd IRELAND
3rd ITALY
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the bait we use back at home and we
normally choose a different section of
the fish. The traces were longer than my
usual lengths and we were pushed to
the limits with the distance we had to
cast on the large, shallow beaches. We
all tried our best and as the days flew
by we started to adapt to the different
style of fishing required. By the time the
competition started we knew what was
expected of us and we just had to put it
in to practice.

third day didn’t go quite so well, and
as we went into the final day in fifth
place, we knew we still had a chance
of a medal, but everyone needed to
concentrate on the goal. Despite the
terrible fishing conditions (very hot, flat
calm, no surf etc.) everyone managed
to pull together, and it really went down
to the last minute as every fish counted
because the scores were so close. We
left the beach relieved, pleased but
clueless as to where we had finished.

The competition days in the
World champs’ consist of one official
practice day and then four consecutive
competition days – a real test of
endurance and continued effort for
everyone involved. After the official
practice we all felt good about the
days ahead but we knew they would
be a challenge and we needed to stay
focused.

As we waited back at the
accommodation, the whole team
speculated on the scores. It was
impossible to work it out, and we were
guessing the outcome, and none of
us expected anything great given how
tough we had found the fishing.

The first competition day
went well as we finished 4th overall in
the nations, with only Croatia, France
and Italy ahead of us. The second and

The managers gathered us
all together for a team meeting and
arrived with a disappointed look on
their faces. Standing in front of us to tell
us the news, they then left us in silence
for a few moments, at which point you
could hear a pin drop. They actually

managed to trick us into thinking we
had missed out on a medal, just by the
look on their faces. Then they dropped
the bombshell, and the whole room
erupted into cheers and shouts. WE
HAD WON A SILVER MEDAL!
Personally, the overall
experience was the best thing I’ve ever
done. Not only did I get to represent
my country but I also got to take part in
something I am passionate about. The
managers and people involved put so
much work into the whole event and
it really is outstanding the amount of
support we have. I went as the ‘sub’ for
this particular competition but I got to
fish all the practice sessions and two of
the competition days, and I am happy
to have played a part in the team’s
silver medal. I’m already working hard
on making the cut for next year’s U16
team!
Eoin Foley

The brain child of England U21 International Callum Graham. The Tronixpro
Cobra Light is a British take on continental beach ledgering rods. Designed
to provide all the benefits of accentuated bite detection and delicate bait
delivery when fishing at range - whilst standing up to the rigours of fishing
around the UK and Ireland. Constructed of 40t Japanese Carbon and fitted
with FUJI Alconite KWAG Guides and a FUJI DPSSD P Reel Seat.

TRONIXPRO COBRA LIGHT - LENGTH: 4.2M - CASTING: 50-150g RRP £259.99
/ TRONIXPRO

/ TRONIXPRO1

/ TRONIXPRO

#TRONIXPRO #VIRTUOSO

FOR NEWS, BLOGS AND YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST VISIT WWW.TRONIXPRO.COM
#YOURCATCHES - CAUGHT A PRIZED CATCH ON OUR GEAR, WE WANT TO KNOW ABOUT IT, SUBMIT
YOURS TODAY AT WWW.TRONIXFISHING.COM/YOUR-CATCHES
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Is this the future of Irish
carping?

Bill Brazier
Bill Brazier & Stewart O Keeffe
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Earlier this year, Stewart O Keeffe and Bill Brazier were invited
by the English fish supply giant Neil Hardy Aquatica Ltd. for a
tour of their facilities to learn, first-hand, how they operate
and what role they may be able play in helping to develop carp
fishing in Ireland.

A

HEADQUARTERS

As I write this, at the back end
of 2018, Irish carp angling is,
undeniably, in bad shape. Being my
favourite species, it pains me to admit
that, objectively, we have some of the
poorest carping to be found anywhere, with typically
slow growth rates, low stocks which struggle to breed
successfully and only a tiny handful of waters offering
anything resembling decent fishing. The overall situation
was exacerbated this May when an outbreak of the
little-known Carp Edema Virus (CEV) wiped out over
99.9% of the stocks in both Belvelly lake, Cobh and the
infamous Lough in Cork City, which had been our most
prominent public water for almost fifty years. For many,
the CEV incident was the coup de grâce for Irish carp
angling. The poignant, tentative question on people’s
lips now is ‘where do we go from here?’
Enter Neil Hardy Aquatica Ltd., a longestablished, family-owned business which is the largest
wholesaler and distributor of tropical and coldwater fish
in the United Kingdom. The company also happens to
have a major carp breeding facility – one of the biggest
in England – supplying carp for both the angling and
ornamental market. This farm, which in angling terms
operates under the ‘Carp4Restcoking’ banner (more on
this later), is recognised by the Centre for Environment,
Fisheries and Aquaculture Science (CEFAS) as the UK’s
safest source of carp, boasting the highest disease-free
status available. This accolade allows them to legally
export Cyprinus carpio under licence to other countries
– including Ireland - which is unique among the near100 registered carp producers currently operating in
the UK. For comparison, there are zero carp producers
in Ireland or Northern Ireland, nor is there any official,
natural supply.

“
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The main centre of operations for Neil
Hardy Aquatica lies in a quiet and upmarket suburb of Croydon, near London.
The time-worn, wooden-clad building
belies the immense numbers and value
of fish within the 22,000 square foot
premises, as well as the high-tech,
albeit somewhat quirky, set-up. There
are seemingly endless rooms, rows
and corridors containing some 2,500
recirculation tanks and filtration systems,
supporting a truly mind-boggling array of
different fish species of all shapes, sizes
and colours imaginable. From diamond
neon tetras, clown killfish, calico orandas
and dozens of different cichlids, to golden
tench, diamond-back sturgeon, blue orfe
and, of course, common and koi carp –
every conceivable ornamental fish was
here, somewhere.
The experience can only be
compared to an aquarium visit although
this sweaty, high-humidity tour took far
longer given the sheer size of the place
and was, for fish enthusiasts at least,
far more interesting. Every tank was
meticulously labelled with details of its
inhabitants and each turn of a corner
or opening of another door revealed yet
another collection of amazing fish. With
the constant stream of delivery trucks and
staff busily expediting orders, cleaning and
feeding, the scale of the establishment –
both physical and economic - was plain to
see. The fact that an extension of several
hundred square metres will soon open
came as no surprise. This is a well-oiled
machine, no doubt about it.

Top
There were endless rows of

meticulously organised tanks and
fish. The scale of the place was
plain to see
Middle left, middle right,
bottom left & bottom right

Fish of all shapes and sizes,
colours and breeds. Neil Hardy
Aquatica was like an aquarium,
only better!

For many, the CEV incident was the coup de grâce for Irish carp
angling. The poignant, tentative question on people’s lips now is
‘where do we go from here?’
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NOT JUST A CARP FARM...

Like excited schoolboys, the second day of our trip
saw Stewart and I chauffeured by the jovial Ger Evans,
Irish rep for Neil Hardy Aquatica, for some two hours to
deepest, darkest Wiltshire where there lies, among the
rolling English countryside, a fish farm of some repute.
As already mentioned, in the carp world this branch of
the company is marketed as ‘Carp4Restocking’ and is
run and managed by renowned breeder and all-round
top guy, Tony Campbell.
Established in 2004, Carp4Restocking sits
on an 11.5-acre clay-rich site, a quarter of which
is outdoor ponds for fry rearing and growing on, as
well as holding broodstock. Before we took a look
around the carp side of things, the farm also houses
a large three-storey building devoted primarily to koi
production and it was here we began. Asking Tony
about this clearly very-modern set-up, “We have over
thirty different indoor systems currently, with in excess
of 750 tanks. That equates to something like 550,000
litres of recirculated water, so it’s a pretty major
operation. I guess many anglers think fish farming is all
about raising carp in some outdoor ponds but it’s not!
We’ve got a huge number of koi broodstock on site, as
well as quite a lot of sturgeon, and this takes up a fair
chunk of our time down here, especially the koi grading
which is very labour-intensive indeed” he explained in
his usual cheerful tone.
The indoor side of things is highly
automated, with advanced software monitoring water
temperatures, flow rates, dissolved oxygen, ammonia
levels, you name it. “Our system allows most issues to
be identified early and even pre-empted, and can even
be operated remotely which is great but means there’s
never really any getting away from work” he laughed.
I think it’s fair to say the life of a fish farmer is
often seem as glamorous by most anglers but unless
you’ve visited or helped out on one it’s difficult to grasp
how much effort is needed to maintain a high standard
of operation – and that was abundantly clear on this
farm. “It’s difficult to not let it completely rule your life”
admitted Tony, as we ushered him to the carp ponds
adjacent to the ‘koi house’.
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Among recreational fisheries,
including some of the most famous in
England like the Roach Pit and Farlows,
Carp4Restocking has fast become one the
go-to sources for quality carp, so much so
that demand began to out-strip supply. “It’s
hard to separate carp and ornamental koi
production on site due to large numbers
involved” explained Tony, “but the average
annual production, the fish actually sold
to customers, is around 150-200,000
in total. In the past we have spawned our
fish all year round, mainly from August
to November, about 10-15 very large
spawnings a year, which meant we would
hold literally millions of fry over Christmas.
Logistically, this is very difficult as you can
imagine!’” The recent installation of 12
ponds under huge polytunnels will mean
that this regime can now change and be
more spread out and manageable through
the season.

“

BIOSECURITY & EXPORTS

Middle row

The Carp4Restocking farm is
about a lot more than breeding
some fish! Grading koi is a very
time-consuming, labour of love
and so is running a hatchery
(brine shrimp or Artemia)
Bottom left

The number of koi needed to find
that extra special percentage that
dealers want is staggering. Tony
typically holds millions of koi fry
over the Christmas period before
they are strictly & skilfully graded
Bottom right

Just some of the carp broodstock
on site, a right old mix of
commons and mirrors
Right

Just a handful of the 150-200,000
fish produced annually on the
farm - all little stunners!

As touched on earlier, a key point that
sets Carp4Restocking apart from the
rest is the extraordinarily high level of
biosecurity and health clearance they
maintain. “We have been testing our carp
via CEFAS for many a year to attain our
high heath status and this is ongoing with
tests being done every year and we are
KHV, CEV and SVC-free” Tony proudly
told me. This unique fish health standing
actually allows them to export English carp
to the USA for growing on or breeding in
the much higher summer temperatures
found there, before being imported back
for distribution to customers. “Yeah, the
USA farm seemed a bit of a mad idea at
first but our special health status allowed
for it so we thought why not give it a go! It
has worked very well so far and the farm
there has almost 100 acres of water and
over a 100 holding tanks, so the increase

Among recreational fisheries, including some of the most famous
in England like the Roach Pit and Farlows, Carp4Restocking has
fast become one of the go-to sources for quality carp
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Far left

NICAS chairman Alex Chew
with one of the many fish
hand-picked and stocked from
Carp4Restocking in recent years.
Because of this management,
Northern Ireland now has the
best carp fishing on the island of
Ireland
Near left

I couldn’t help but dream of what
each and every baby carp might
one day grow up to be...
Right

The carp farming maestro that is
Tony Campbell, proud as punch
with this year’s fry

in production has been significant. We still breed and
grow most of our carp for stocking here but, in terms of
logistics, using our USA farm alleviates a lot of pressure.
We produce around 100-150,000 carp there annually
and hope to do an additional 8-10 large spawnings a
year before too long”.
As some of you may know, the disease-free
certification achieved by Carp4Restocking also permits
them to export carp to Northern Ireland, where the
Northern Ireland Carp Anglers Society (NICAS) have
stocked and established no less than five waters and
counting in recent years. “I’m particularly pleased with
what’s happened in the North” smiled Tony, “that I’ve
been able to play a small role in bringing carp fishing to
more Irish anglers. It just shows what can be achieved
in a few years by doing things properly”. The purchase
of relatively large target fish (4, 5 and 6-summer carp
up to 20lb in weight) for fisheries like those run by
NICAS isn’t cheap, nor is the ongoing, annual stocking
policy with smaller fish. However, by all accounts, the
business model used by NICAS, whereby anglers join
the society on a yearly basis, is working excellently.
“We currently have 140 members and that
figure keeps growing. We even now have a waiting
list such is the demand” says NICAS chairman, Alex
Chew. “Our turnover in 2017 exceeded £30,000 and
without Tony’s fish we simply wouldn’t have any fishing
or revenue. There is literally not one single alternative
source of disease-free certified carp we can import
from, and of course the same goes you for boys down
south”. Alex, in his usual straight-talking style, added,
“Don’t get me wrong, it’s not been easy but the hard
work is really paying off and we’ve gone from basically
nothing to, hands-down, the best carp fishing on the
island of Ireland”. I don’t think anyone can argue with
that.

“
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BABIES...

It may have been hard to breathe and
the camera lenses may have fogged up
instantly but the sweltering polytunnels,
which typically reach 35-40°C even
on an average summer’s day, were
seriously impressive. At the time of our
visit, the dozen, steep-sided, lined ponds
were mostly full of baby carp, feeding
voraciously on both natural food like
Daphnia (water fleas) as well as fry
pellets. Feeding time came and Tony
dropped another impressive statistic;
“We use around 20-25 tonnes of fish
food here every year and, at the moment,
another15-20 tonnes in the USA”.
Like most anglers, both Stew
and I love looking at baby fish, whatever
the species, and we could have honestly
gazed at them all day long once Tony had
got Alistair, Shane and Rich to test net a
couple of the of the fry ponds and show
us some of the younger adults awaiting
new homes. Fry somehow evoke the same
warm, fuzzy feeling as a puppy or kitten
does and to think that a carp the size
of your finger might well one day grow
into a thirty pounder – as many of Tony’s
fish are doing right around the UK – is
amazing. Some are achieving growth rates
of 6-7lb per year in rich lakes! As you’ll
no doubt agree, the scaling patterns and
frames of the Carp4Restocking mirrors, in
particular, are spectacular and testament
to the many years of hard work selectively

“I’m particularly pleased with what’s happened in the North”
smiled Tony, “that I’ve been able to play a small role in bringing
carp fishing to more Irish anglers. It just shows what can be
achieved in a few years by doing things properly ”
Nov - Dec 2018
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breeding and lovingly rearing.
In terms of strains used, you could say that
Tony and co. have now developed their own. “Well,
without giving too much away” grinned the carp
maestro, “we originally had two different lines, one
mirror and one common and with a lot of hard work,
trial and error and endless patience we’ve now arrived
with fish we are genuinely delighted with. They spawn
well, grow well and most importantly to us, look simply
amazing! That’s what really helps us stand out from the
crowd”. As you can see from the photos, a distinctive
quality of many of Tony’s fish is the unusual scaling
patterns and skin colours, from fish with heavily-plated,
abnormally large scales to mirrors with a paint-like
dusting of micro-scales near the tail. They are among
the best-looking carp to be found anywhere - fact.

WHAT OF THE FUTURE?

So, this is all well and good but how does a farm in the
south of England relate to Irish carp fishing? To bring
this piece full-circle, the state of play does not make
for great reading. We have very few established carp
waters, private or public, with carp having been stocked
on an often ad-hoc basis, both officially and unofficially
for many years. Since the closure of the carp breeding
units at Inland Fisheries Ireland’s Roscrea fish farm and
the Erne & Melvin Hatchery (NI) in 2008 and 2015,
respectively, there is no supply at all for supplementing
existing waters or creating new ones, and we have no
viable sources for inter-water carp transfers. In any
case, relocating fish from one angling water to another
has inherent biosecurity risks. Although we Irish are
blessed with very eye-pleasing carp, our growth
rates and ultimate sizes are among the lowest in the
entire world, thanks to our historical lack of selective
breeding programmes – any carp bred for stocking by
the authorities were about sheer production numbers
rather than growth potential.
As you may be aware, numerous imports of
carp from Carp4Restocking have come into Ireland in
the last decade (first in 2008), and, despite belief to
the contrary, nothing on the legal side of things has
changed in recent years to prevent this happening
again in the future. Their fish are still disease-free,
certified to the highest standards and carp can still
be legally imported (under licence) and stocked into
carefully selected, suitable angling waters under the EU
Fish Health Directive and other national guidelines, in
conjunction with both the Marine Institute and Inland
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“

Fisheries Ireland.
Why then, you may ask, are
there not at least some waters being
developed and stocked with English
carp in the Republic, like there are in
Northern Ireland? I think it comes down
to a lack of organisation and coherence,
on all sides. As well as having very few
actual carp fishing clubs, we also have no
national group or representative body. At
preliminary yet detailed talks with Inland
Fisheries Ireland (IFI) earlier this year
on this very topic, I personally tabled the
proposition of a national carp group and

Left

The scaling patterns and
colouration are outstanding on
Tony’s carp and the result of years
of hard graft
Top

The polytunnel set up is very
impressive and will boost
production and growth rates of fry
Above

Carp4Restocking has a huge
variation. Perfect commons, zip
linears, fully scaled mirrors, nearleathers & everything in between

Carp can still be legally imported (under licence) and stocked
into carefully selected, suitable angling waters under the EU Fish
Health Directive and other national guidelines, in conjunction
with both the Marine Institute and Inland Fisheries Ireland.
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“

Call me naïve if you like - I’m sure many doubters will - but now is time
for all Irish carp anglers to come together, in an unprecedented way,
and work on building some sort of future. If we don’t then nothing will
ever change. Plans are already afoot, watch this space.

they were, genuinely, very supportive.
The CEO of IFI, Ciarán Byrne acknowledged
that “IFI understand the desire of carp anglers to
develop the sport in Ireland and we have suggested and
agreed some steps in this direction, the first being that
carp anglers get formally organised into a single group
or body (akin to Northern Ireland), such that any steps
taken will be the right steps and have the support of
both anglers and IFI, alike.”
At the same meeting IFI also added that “we
have balanced our understanding of the desire of carp
anglers to develop the sport in Ireland with concerns
about illegal introductions and transfer,s as well as
disease. Clearly, having a formal, responsible national
group would make progressing any issues easier.
IFI also recognise the impact of the recent disease
outbreak on the Lough in Cork and the impact this
has had on the carp angling resource, both locally and
nationally.”
Happily, the outcome of this meeting very
much contradicted general opinion on IFI’s take on
carp fishing and certainly quashed several fears I had
before attending. In summary, our state agency with
the responsibility for inland fisheries development
and management has agreed, provisionally, to work
with carp anglers on national policy, stockings and
development provided it is all conducted in the right
way and through the correct channels – and this is
where Neil Hardy Aquatica and Carp4Restocking will
come in. The supply is there, the legislative channels
and precedences are in place, the demand is certainly
there and the potential to create both local employment
and increased revenue streams through carp angling is
significant, as demonstrated so well in Northern Ireland
in recent years.
In Ireland we need formal management
structures in place and an agreed framework within
which to work and achieve. Call me naïve if you like –
I’m sure many doubters will - but now is time for all Irish
carp anglers to come together, in an unprecedented
way, and work on building some sort of future. If we
don’t then nothing will ever change. Plans are already
afoot, watch this space.

Top

Many of the mirrors have both
huge scales on their flanks and
tiny dust-like ones near their tails very unique and very attractive
Left

It’s not hard to see why Tony and
his team are so proud of what
they produce

Bill Brazier

For more information
please follow these links:
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Atlantic salmon numbers continue to fall throughout
their range but what, exactly, are the primary drivers
of this decline? Research Director of the Atlantic
Salmon Trust, Dr. Ken Whelan, explains a new,
consolidated approach to management which aims to
identify and quantify the major mortality factors in an
effort to save the species from extinction...
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examine each of the arguments put forward
by the proponents of the various factors, to
see which are supported by factual data and
to prioritise areas for urgent research where
such data do not exist.
As scientists, we’ve struggled in prioritising which areas should be examined,
for in truth salmon populations are extremely complex and the mortality factors impacting on juvenile and adult salmon are highly
variable, particularly when looked at on a regional or a catchment scale. To demonstrate
the complexity of the salmon’s life cycle
and how changes in mortality at various life
stages can have surprisingly little or surprisingly large impacts, the Atlantic Salmon

Salmon under pressure :

Identifying the
‘likely suspects’
A non-technical breakdown of the Atlantic Salmon
Trust’s Likely Suspects Framework

can be targeted and prioritised.
This has become known as the
“AST Likely Suspects Framework”.
The building of the
Framework is part of the AST’s
Missing Salmon project, the
main aim of which is to understand where and how salmon
are dying so that urgent management measures can be put
in place to reverse this decline.
In November 2017 a group
of experts from around the
Atlantic and Pacific attended
a technical workshop at the

Below: Returning an autumn salmon, caught for the FishPal cameras, to continue it’s amazing journey.
Research is telling us that it’s not the freshwater part of the salmon’s life cycle that is the big issue...

F

ollowing completion of the SALSEA
or ‘Salmon at Sea’ project in 2011 I wrote
an article for Trout & Salmon magazine
summarising the results of the programme
and what had been achieved. My final
paragraph read as follows:
“Freshwater temperatures are rising, smolts are
growing faster and the smolt age is dropping.
Younger smolts are often smaller and therefore do
poorly at sea. Countering the effects of increasing
water temperature through providing cover and
shading and ensuring that abstraction and water
regulation are done in a manner which ensures
overall temperature stability are just some of the
actions that must now be prioritised. We have long
talked about the impacts from forestry, pollution
and aquaculture in the marine and freshwater
environments, and perhaps in the past believed
that we had the luxury of time to deal with these
issues. In the face of what we have recently learned
about the stocks which are under pressure and the
stocks at risk at sea, taking urgent management
action in these areas is no longer a choice - it is an
imperative.”

In the intervening
years, determined efforts have
been made to improve the
freshwater lives of salmon and
tough conservation measures
have been taken to protect wild
spawning stocks which were
at risk. However, despite such
efforts, marine survival has
stayed stubbornly low. Adult
returns to freshwater have
at best stayed stable but in
some areas major stocks have
plummeted to alarmingly low
levels. Fry and parr census data
tell us, in general, that freshwater systems are capable of
producing adequate numbers
of healthy smolts but increasingly the overall production of
smolts is being compromised
by poor adult returns.
Whatever part of the
salmon’s range you find yourself in, you will find advocates

Ken Whelan is a keen angler and a regular contributor to Off the Scale magazine.
He’s also a research scientist and has for over 30 years studied the biology of
Atlantic salmon and their fascinating cousins the sea trout. He’s worked for a
range of research and fisheries management organisations and is currently
Research Director with the Atlantic Salmon Trust. Ken will be describing in a
future article how the International Year of the Salmon came about and the
importance of this initiative to anglers and managers in Ireland.
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Trust (AST) has on its website
a salmon modeller (follow link
HERE). The salmon population modeller is a web-based
demonstration tool designed to
provide anglers, managers and
everyone interested in salmon
with a clearer understanding of
how salmon populations work.
Over the past year the AST has
developed a concept that seeks
to provide a coherent approach
on how to assess the importance of the various candidate
mortality factors and how
future salmon research areas

Nov - Dec 2018

for particular mortality factors
which they feel passionately
are the main cause of these
problems. Aquaculture impacts, bird predation, seal
predation, water quality,
pelagic by-catch, river drainage, hydro-schemes – all have
been blamed over the years.
Every salmon angler, and
indeed every salmon manager,
has their own views on the
principal causes of the massive decline in overall salmon
survival - nearly 70% in just 25
years. Some of these views are
well supported by scientific
data while others depend solely
on raw, sincere passion and
outspoken conviction.
We are in a time when
arguments for policy change
must be evidence-based. It is
the job of the research scientist
to disentangle and objectively

“Fry and parr census data tell us, in general, that freshwater systems
are capable of producing adequate numbers of healthy smolts but
increasingly the overall production of smolts is being compromised
by poor adult returns”
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Salmon under pressure :

“At a local scale, a sensible management strategy would be to
maximise output of smolts and to maximise their chances of success
at the critical freshwater-marine interface and during their early
marine period”

Below: Just how many salmon post-smolts are accidentally caught by pelagic fishermen has, until now, remained a worrying mystery.
University College Dublin (UCD) and AST have recently developed a genetic eDNA probe to test for salmon DNA in these pelagic catches.

At a local scale, a sensible management strategy would be to maximise output
of smolts and to maximise their chances of
success at the critical freshwater-marine interface and during their early marine period.
This is a main objective of the ASTs Moray
Firth Project, planned for next spring (2019),
which targets seven of the major salmon
fisheries in Scotland.
In relation to climate change the
workshop concluded that impacts on salmon populations are likely to be spread over
several parts of the life cycle, with responses
to changes in river growth, growth at sea
and hence overall year class survival, having
cumulative and confounding effects on
resultant population levels. Climate change
is likely to be a driver of major significance,
with effects being felt at very broad scales
and in different ways. For example, there are
clear trends towards general ocean warming,
but also there is potential for short term or

headquarters of the North Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organisation (NASCO) in
Edinburgh. This meeting was also the first
preparatory event for the forthcoming International Year of the Salmon in 2019.
The Likely Suspects Framework
places candidate mortality factors (“likely
suspects”) within an overall framework covering the freshwater, migration and marine
phases of the salmon’s life cycle. The workshop concluded that it would be best to start
by identifying zones or “ecosystem domains”
in the life cycle of salmon where significant
mortality is believed to be taking place.
Such domains can be placed at geographical
locations or allocated to particular phases
where significant marine mortality factors
operate (e.g. estuarine/coastal; near-shore;
migration to feeding grounds, coastal return/
river entry). However, what happens during
other phases lying outside the marine environment, such as smolt migration through
freshwater, may influence subsequent survival at sea and these must also be represented in the Framework.
The overall objective of the framework is to identify the various mortality
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factors involved and quantify
the potential for each factor
to influence salmon survival.
In an approach more akin
to financial accounting than
mathematical modelling, the
cumulative effect of these
factors is made to account for
the observed survival of smolts
to sea or the number of adults
returning from the sea. You
start with the answer and build
a framework which explains
why and where the observed
mortality over the life of the
salmon from smolt to adult is
taking place. This can be used
to identify the likely impact,
both individually and cumulatively, of the various “suspects”.
The workshop concluded that there will be domains
where mortality factors impact
many stocks, while others
where only a few stocks or even
a single stock are impacted. In
visualising this, the workshop

advised that it may be useful to
think of salmon from a given
stock on their migratory journey passing through successive
mortality domains, where they
are joined by salmon from
other stocks, and so on. It is
important to concentrate on
the big numbers and on places
or periods where any mortality
impacts are likely to affect a
large number of stocks. Major
areas of interest are not necessarily at an oceanic scale – e.g.
space/time axes in freshwater
and estuaries can be very discrete, such as hotspots where
fish get slowed down and get
preyed upon. Conversely, oceanic domains may be on a very
wide scale. Lessons from the
Pacific are that marine survival
is a very dynamic process and
factors that cause significant
losses to some stocks in some
years, may be less significant
or even absent in others.

single year anomalous occurrences, where “big” events,
such as unusually severe
floods or droughts, have a
disproportionally high impact.
Climate change may also have
a worldwide impact on salmon
species. Significant impacts
may be felt in freshwater as
well as at sea. The mechanisms
of change involved are likely to
be very complex and multi-factorial. Teasing these apart will
be challenging.
One particularly important conclusion was that in
periods of high marine survival, generating a significant
surplus of salmon, some of the
mortality factors have a far less
significant effect. In years of
bad oceanic conditions, when

Below and right: The Zolotaya (Golden River - Kola Peninsula, Russia) - my favourite little salmon river. Heaving with fresh grilse, sea trout and some larger salmon this
little Arctic stream remains unaffected by the warming seas plaguing southern populations of Atlantic salmon. The Likely Suspects Framework is designed to tell us why...
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Salmon under pressure :
salmon populations are poorly buffered
against such impacts, the overall effects of
mortality factors at the early stages of their
migration is far more significant. This can
result in low numbers of post-smolts reaching their feeding grounds at sea and poor
overall marine survival. As can be seen from
the AST’s salmon modeller, protecting smolts
is vitally important during challenging periods of high ocean mortality, as we are experiencing at present.
The workshop provided a set of very
detailed recommendations on how best to
build the Likely Suspects Framework and
how, over-time, it can be developed into
a practical and functional model to assist
with the management and the rebuilding of
salmon stocks, both in the Atlantic and in
the Pacific. It has been agreed that the Likely
Suspects Framework will form the basis for

a major International Year of
the Salmon Signature Project
and work is ongoing to convene a series of salmon data
workshops to develop hypotheses relating to the principal
mortality factors impacting
on salmon stocks, and to then
compile the relevant marine
data sets for the building of
Likely Suspects Frameworks
for both the Atlantic and the
Pacific oceans.

The full report of the Likely
Suspects Framework Workshop is available online in the
form of an Atlantic Salmon
Trust ‘Blue Book’.
Please click the below link to
download a copy:

Ken Whelan

Below: The Missing Salmon Project is firmly based on the belief that saving salmon smolts in freshwater, in estuaries and
at sea and can help to boost adult returns – such as this magnificent male from Russia’s Eastern Litza River.

“I fish to dip into that
great and awesome pool of
power that propels these epic
migrations. I fish to feel - and
steal - a little of that energy”
Carl Safina
The View from Lazy Point
(2010)
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Brexit and the lost
border fisheries
by Maurice Neill
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Maurice Neill
The Bangor, Co. Downnative has written for a
living his whole adult
life and has been a
compulsive angler
since the age of five

T

he United Kingdom’s only
land frontier with the
European Union skirts
Derry City and runs for
300 miles along the Foyle
estuary, then up the Finn valley
before climbing Croaghnameal
mountain and crossing the head
waters of the Mourne Beg and Derg
rivers to Lough Derg, where, legend
has it, Saint Patrick discovered the
gates of Purgatory.
From there it glances off
lower Lough Erne, cuts through
loughs Melvin and MacNean into

limestone country at the foot of the
Iron Mountains and into Europe’s
first geopark, Marble Arch Caves.
After crossing upper Lough Erne,
on the Earl of Erne’s Crom Estate,
it wriggles over rivers, lakes, bogs
and battlefields to the Irish Sea at
Carlingford in the shadow of the
Mourne and the Cooley Mountains.
During the Troubles of
the 20th century the border was
considered a lawless ‘bandit
country’ and the heartland of
the outlawed provisional Irish
Republican Army. Roads and

bridges were destroyed by the
British army, in a bid to hamper
the movement of determined Irish
gunmen, and traffic was forced
through heavily fortified border
forts manned by soldiers supplied
by helicopter.

Credit: Lough’s Agency

Today the border country
is at peace thanks to the signing
of the Good Friday Agreement in
1998 which persuaded the IRA to
abandon its ‘armed struggle’ and
enter government with unionists
who wish to retain partition and
remain in the United Kingdom.
Roads and bridges have re-opened
and lost fisheries made accessible
for the first time in 45 years.
The salmon fishing is at
its best on the Foyle system which
includes the Mourne, Finn, Reelin,
Derg, Glenelly and Owenkillew
rivers that drain the Bluestack and
Sperrin mountains into Lough
Foyle. These are classic Irish spate
streams that are managed by
Ireland’s oldest cross-border body,
the Loughs Agency, which patrols

“ The salmon fishing is at its best on the Foyle system which includes
the Mourne, Finn, Reelin, Derg, Glenelly and Owenkillew ”

the waterway to keep poaching
under control.
Lough Melvin offers good
salmon fishing in spring and
summer and holds unique subspecies of trout, the sonaghan and
gillaroo. There are good stocks of
wild trout in Fermanagh’s lower
Lough Erne which, is managed by
Northern Ireland’s Department of
Agriculture, Environment and Rural
Affairs (DAERA). The mayfly hatch
in June can be spectacular. Big bugs
drop like snowflakes upon whiskeycoloured water from Eagle Point
in the west to Muckross Bay on the
eastern shore. In autumn the first
floods bring big lake trout into the
streams to spawn. Pike sport can
also be excellent.
Lough Derg in Donegal also
holds good stocks of wild trout,
up to about four pounds, and is
best fished from a boat. However,
anglers must keep away from the
Catholic basilica on Station Island
(see left). It draws thousands of
pilgrims every summer.
>>
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All along the border there
are little rivers and dozens of
small mountain lakes which are
seldom fished. Every pool has a
stock of greedy little brownies
which are heroic fighters on a
two-weight fly rod. Among the
best of them is Lough Keenaghan
in Fermanagh, which is managed
and stocked by DAERA, and the
Fane which straddles the border
between Monaghan and Armagh
before entering the sea in Louth.
It is managed by local clubs and is
renowned for good hatches of large
dark and blue-winged olives plus fat
sedges.
The sheltered estuary of
the Erne holds good sea trout and
can be fished from the shore or by
boat. The fish cannot navigate past
the hydro scheme at Ballyshannon
but when the frequent rains bring
a spate into the small streams they
will run to feed and to spawn,
holding in the pools as the water
drops. Sea trout numbers all around
Ireland have been damaged by
salmon farming but the border

area is free of the controversial fish
cages to be found further south. The
Irish record sea trout of 16lb 6oz
was caught in 1983 in the Shimna
river, which flows from the Mourne
Mountains into the Irish Sea at
the eastern end of drumlin-strewn
Down.
In June 2016 the majority in
Northern Ireland voted to remain
in the European Union, though the
majority in the UK decided to leave,
and the future of the border country
is high on the agenda for both the
government of the Irish Republic
and the Northern Ireland Executive
at the ongoing Brexit negotiations.
No one wishes to see road closures
and customs posts return – least
of all visiting anglers who are
beginning to discover this forgotten
sporting country for the first time in
a generation – but a hard Brexit may
mean there is no option.
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Peter Driver is an expert
fly tyer, angling coach,
Irish international angler
and owner of the Piscari
Fly company. He loves
passing on his wealth of
knowledge.

“It’s all in the head”

What separates top anglers from the rest is a question Irish international flyfisher Peter Driver has been pondering on for some time, borne out of both
curiosity and a desire for self-improvement. Here he gives you some food for
thought on what really matters in angling and passes on some hard-earned
advice about personal progression and angling evolution.

I

come across a lot of anglers year
after year who are constantly
searching for the one rod that
suits them best, the tippet that
doesn’t crack off, the hook that
doesn’t drop fish and the flies that
will catch all the fish in the world.
So much time, money and focus is
spent on all these aspects of fishing
and, to be honest, I am not sure if
some of these anglers will ever be
happy in their set ups.
In the last few seasons I
have come to understand that I must
choose the best set up I can; one that
suits my ability best, one that I can
afford and, lastly, one that allows
me to fish effectively with my chosen
approach be it dry fly, nymphing,
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wets or dry dropper. Having settled
on this conclusion in relation to the
equipment, I began to focus on some
other aspects of my fishing which I
found problems with, ones that are
often overlooked by other anglers.

Self-destruction?
Fishing can be, and often is, a
solidarity pursuit for most anglers.
The time spent on the water can be
that much needed break from a busy
house or a stressful job. Whilst, for
the most part, it can be a relaxing
experience sometimes we - and
definitely me - can find that when
we are alone without modern-life
pressures the hunt for a fish can
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actually result in extra stress! The questions we ask ourselves
about our own ability and our decision making when we’re on
the water is often a negative and unproductive process that
feeds doubt, unravels our self-belief and degrades confidence
in the systems and methods we are using to catch fish.
This is something I have been thinking on over recent
seasons, because I am the worst person to self-criticize and
constantly ask myself questions while I am on the water.
Questions like ‘should I be doing it this way?’, ‘would that
other fly be better than the one I’m using now?’ or ‘should
I move spots?’ and so on. I can also tend to beat myself up
sometimes when I am not fishing effectively; not staying in
contact with the flies properly or snagging in trees, causing
knots in boats or losing a crucial fish in a competition. I
can become very agitated with myself and by this time my
processes, as I call them, my own game plans, have gone out
the window. I am no longer fishing with confidence and doubt
is now setting in. I think that no matter what type of fishing
you are into some of these niggles come to into our thoughts
at some stage or another.
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Across many different sports you often hear people at the top of
their game saying that the match is often won before you even step
into the ring, pitch, court, track or field. I believe this attitude can
also be applied to fishing
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Having all the right work
done beforehand is one thing but
what happens when you start using
the one word that can undo all
your good work and preparation? –
should.
Should I be catching?
Should I change? Should I do this?
Should I move? Should I, should I,
should I… Of course, the only thing
you are really doing by asking these
sorts of questions is clouding your
mind and not concentrating on
what you should actually be doing
– fishing! This happens to us all at
times and to some more than others.
However, it takes a bit of effort and
realisation to remove this from your
fishing mind-set but when you do it
will push you further towards a more
enjoyable experience and some very
effective angling.

State of mind
Across many different sports you
often hear people at the top of their
game saying that the match is often
won before you even step into the
ring, pitch, court, track or field. I
believe this attitude can also be
applied to fishing. The point here is
not having your fellow competitors
actually beaten before the event
but instead having your mental
preparation complete. With this
done correctly comes clarity on the
task ahead and this can give you an
advantage. If prepared mentally, you
don’t have to question yourself all
the time, all you have to do is follow
your plan and keep focused.
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This is something I have thought a
lot about and tried to achieve before
I compete in my fly fishing. Creating
a mental strategy and concentrating
on my self-confidence and ability
allows me to fish with a clear mind,
thus directing all my thoughts
towards just catching fish in the
moment.
I can recall countless days
spent on the rivers and lakes either
in competitions or just out for the
day when I have made the wrong
decisions because I over-thought the
situation, wondering ‘what if?’ about
changing location or tactics. It often
turned out that had I just stuck to my
initial plan then I would have been
better off in the end! The grass isn’t
always greener, the other pattern
isn’t always better. On the few times
that I have actually done really well
in events, it wasn’t just the good fly
selection or the practice I put in days
before but it was my mindset on the
day and managing to make all the
right decisions. If you have to make
a decision to change something, do
it because of reason not because of
doubt.
When your thoughts on
the job at hand start to wander and
you begin asking those questions or
find yourself in a dilemma of what
to do, then it is worth trying some
simple, predetermined tasks – little
tricks that help you regain focus. This
could be something basic like taking
a drink of water but when you do,
take your time and think about all
of your actions - putting the bottle
to your lips, the taste of the water
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and the feeling of it going down your
neck. This can break your current
trail of thought and bring back some
efficiency to your thinking; this is a
popular approach with golfers when
they need to refocus on their game,
or a player just before he kicks to
goal. Other ways of refocusing can be
tidying your gear for a minute or two,
eating a sugary snack (as hunger can
destroy any soul, especially standing
in cold water) or sitting down
and gathering your thoughts for a
moment. After this, chances are you
will make the right decision, but you
must not doubt yourself. Self-belief
is key and I find the more experience
you have in something – fishing
included - the more of it you have.
For some of you, taking
a break in this way might come
across as wasting precious fishing
time, as being completely counterproductive, but being in the
water dropping fish and getting
all flustered is a bigger waste of
time, just like getting into knots or
snagging in a tree with poor casts.
One way of wasting huge amounts
of time which I was very much guilty
of was changing flies a thousand
times a day, which not only reduced
the physical amount of time my fly
spent on the water but, of course,
greatly lessened my chances of
catching fish. Sometimes taking that
couple of seconds or few minutes
to compose yourself can be crucial
to enjoying your day and achieving
what you set out to do, be it catching
a big fish, win a competition or just
improve your angling. Take a step
back and just remind yourself of your
psychological state; it will help keep
you head in the right direction and
fish effectively.
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Sometimes taking that couple of seconds or few minutes to compose
yourself can be crucial to enjoying your day and achieving what you
set out to do, be it catching a big fish, win a competition or just
improve your angling
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The other stuff

While I have to admit that some stuff out there on the market will
certainly assist you in making better casts and help you catch more
fish, in reality it is those anglers who are addressing the other
stuff who are top of their game
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Fishing is an evolving sport and over the last while I
have seen this through developments in tackle, better
and better fly-tying materials, finer and stronger
tippets and lighter rods. Better this and better that,
everything is advertised to give you ‘the edge’. While I
have to admit that some stuff out there on the market
will certainly assist you in making better casts and
help you catch more fish, in reality it is those anglers
who are addressing the other stuff that are at the top
of their game. I fished at the recent World Fly Fishing
Championships in Italy and the majority of the top
anglers in the event were nothing short of athletes,
their physical ability and mental preparation was
clearly evident when watching them approach and
complete a session. You could see these guys do the
simplest of tasks with such purpose and reason. They
had a well-thought out plan and were completely
committed to it. They had made their preparations
and had the belief in what they were doing, with
the confidence to not be worrying about what other
anglers were up to. A top competitor once told me,
after he had won the World Championships, that the
key to his team’s success was simple; he said, ‘while
most other teams spend their time thinking about
what we are doing, we spend no time thinking about
what others are doing, only what we are doing’. In
other words, they don’t question themselves or what
they have planned. They don’t ask themselves those
questions that some anglers do, the ones that begin
with should.
As much as casting a rod is part of fishing, so
too is decision making. We all have choices to make
during any a day on the water and I try to make them
for a reason and stick by them once I have made it. I
try not to dwell on the decision for any length of time
and if I find the rationale for a change then I just do it, I
don’t waste time thinking about it for twenty minutes.
If you know it needs to be done, then just do it!
As you have probably gathered, I feel that the
developments in sports psychology can be, and are,
very beneficial to anglers that compete, or those who
just want to improve their ability to fish effectively. I
also sometimes feel that the over-commercialisation
of the fishing tackle industry can become the excuse of
the angler that is just not getting it right and struggles
to find harmony with their set up. During any coaching
I do, I will always spend some time with the anglers
addressing these issues and getting them to really
think about what goes through their head when they
are fishing and how they are approaching the different
aspects of their angling. When I am asked about
different aspects of my fishing my reply is often, ‘it’s all
in the head’.
Think positive and I’ll catch you next time,
Peter Driver
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Razor clam
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Some wildlife to keep an eye out for when fishing this November, December & January

Barnacle goose
Scientific name: Branta leucopsis

A fairly small species of goose (1.5m wingspan) which visits
Ireland and the UK in the colder months, mostly between
October and April. Most of the Irish populations breed in
Greenland before migrating back to our shores to feed on
marshland and pastures near the coast during the winter.
Barnacle geese are grazers and typically feed on grass and
other plant species. The name stems from a time before
people realised birds migrated long distances. The geese
were not seen in the summer (they were in the Arctic) but
barnacles (small marine crustaceans) were and a curious
link between the two somehow developed whereby it was
thought barnacles became geese! To avoid predation from
Arctic foxes and polar bears, eggs are laid high up on cliff
tops where there is no food, meaning barnacle goslings
must literally fall often 100s of feet off the edge to reach the
grasslands below. It’s quite amazing that any survive at all.

Scientific name: Accipiter nisus

A familiar mollusc to anyone who eats seafood or goes shore fishing,
the term ‘razor clam’ actually describes many related species worldwide
but in Ireland and the UK usually refers to Ensis ensis, or the common
razor. This species grows to a max. of 15cm long and the curved and
straight-edged shell resembles an old-style barbers razor. Razor clams
are bivalve molluscs, like mussels, meaning they filter feed. They live in
deep sand and mud, using their very strong ‘foot’ to stick out of long
burrows when covered by water. Found at a depth of anything up to
60m, they are highly prized by restaurants
and bait collectors alike, and are an
especially good bait for bass and
winter cod. The larger pod
razor clam (up to 20cm)
is also found in similar
habitats. Razors are often
washed up on beaches in big storms.

Rowan
Scientific name: Sorbus aucuparia

Also called mountain ash given the similarity of their leaves,
rowan trees grow in upland,rocky & mountainous areas, often
near streams and rivers. They provide a rare splash of colour
throughout the winter thanks to their red berries, which are a
very important food source for many birds. Fruits hang around
from late summer until late winter, with creamy white flowers
from early summer. Although a lover of acid soils, it will grow
almost anywhere and is frequently planted in urban areas. This
insect-pollinated tree is a member of the rose family and often
has a very long lifespan of over 100 years.

Hog louse
Scientific name: Asellus aquaticus

One of the most common macro-invertebrates to be
found in freshwater, hog lice play a vital role in breaking
down all types of plant matter (detritus) - they are
termed detritivores. They also selectively eat aquatic
fungi/mould which grows on submerged leaves. Found
almost anywhere where there is water, often in huge numbers, they
also form an important part of the diet of many fish and birds. They
are highly tolerant of pollution and so are not effective water quality
indicators. Like most small invertebrates, their life cycle is short
and there may be many generations in a single year, with breeding
beginning in the spring one water temperatures rise. Being a member
of the isopod family means they are closely related to woodlice.

“ Choose only one master, Nature ”
Rembrandt (1606 - 1669)
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Sika deer
Scientific name: Cervus nippon

One of the three well-established deer species to be
found in Ireland (reds being the only native), the sika
is originally from Japan, where ‘sika’ literally means
deer. Originally introduced to Wicklow in 1860 and
has gradually spread to occupy much of the southeast,
southwest and northwest. Sika are a small-medium sized
deer with year-round brown spots, a white rump patch
and black back stripe, which differentiates them from the
similar fallow deer. Sika will feed on grasses, broadleaf
buds and twigs, heather, fruits, fungi and acorns and do
especially well in conifer plantations. Adult males and
females only come together to mate during the rut, which
usually occurs during September with a single calf born in
May/June period.
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NEW SERIES ON ENGLISH FISHING

DERMOT OGLE

Reservoir hogs
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booze was gone. These thoughts
often left me disillusioned and even
a bit depressed about the state of
pike fishing in Ireland. If I’m honest,
I have absolutely no such doubts
about the existence of giant pike
in any of the many managed trout
waters which are dotted right across
England. Every single time I go afloat
on an English trout reservoir I’m
thinking ‘today could be the day!’ I
know with 100% certainty that each
reservoir contains at least some stock
of truly giant pike, something I really
struggled to believe when afloat in
Ireland.

Since relocating from the Emerald Isle to the English midlands
several years ago top predator angler and lure fishing fanatic
Dermot Ogle has embraced many new experiences and venues.
In this new series, he showcases the best of his English fishing
which, over the past few seasons, has changed his opinion on
pike fishing managed trout waters...

I

‘VE GOT TO ADMIT,
when I first thought about
doing a running feature for
Off the Scale on my experiences of
fishing in England, I thought I had
a fairly clear-cut format in my head.
The intention was to run you, the
reader, through a typical calendar
year of freshwater fishing in the
UK and to highlight some of the
main differences between angling
in Ireland and England. The more I
thought about it, though, the more
it occurred to me that the two are
worlds apart in many ways...
Of course, the obvious
difference is in the greater variety
of species that exist in England,
including barbel, chub, grayling,
wels catfish, sturgeon, ruff, zander
and so on. There’s quite an extensive
list. However, my intention was to
also write about my experiences in
the UK with species that we actually
have in common such as bream,
carp, tench, perch and, by no means
least, my beloved pike. To anyone
who has even a passing interest in the
UK angling scene there’s one clear
distinction between the two countries
worth noting and that is the general
size of fish in England compared to
their brethren in Irish waters. Here
(in England) they’re slipping double
figured bream and tench back to
the water without so much as a
photograph, a three-pound perch is
nothing to shout about and with a bit
of effort (and open wallet surgery) an
English 30lb pike is quite catchable!
You see my problem here at this time
of year is what do I apportion my
efforts and budget on? Do I go for a
fat, late autumn perch, or maybe a
double figure zander or, as per my
last article, barbel? This choice has
presented somewhat of a dilemma
for this issue’s feature; exactly which
species would I try to tempt you
across the water to catch this time?
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MANAGED CORRECTLY AS A
BUSINESS...

1
CHALLENGING IRELAND...
You know, of all the years I spent
afloat on some of the most legendary
of Irish pike waters I’ve always had a
nagging doubt in my head – ‘does this
lough or river actually even hold pike
of 30 pounds plus?’ It’s true, I’ve been
fortunate to catch an awful lot of big
Irish pike over the years and at times
it seemed very easy. However, when it
comes to true Irish giants, fish of over
thirty pounds, they just seemed to be
the stuff of Irish folklore (certainly
over the past decade or so).
There always seemed to be a level of
undeniable uncertainty; were they
pillaged by the hordes of nocturnal,
vodka-swigging invading thugs that
seemed to devastate every water I
visited like a swarm of locusts? Were
the pike caught during one of the

notorious ‘mixed grills’ competitions
held by some savage, antiquated,
western-based anti-pike clubs
and hung from a tree somewhere?
Were these pike stuffed into half a
blue barrel and driven around the
lough for the day in 25°C heat for a
chance at an envelope in the pub?
Did Inland Fisheries Ireland use
tax payer’s money to choke the bays
with hundreds of meters of gill-nets
in the spring to slaughter Ireland’s
best and biggest hen fish? Did that
cruiser with the German or Swiss
flag and all the trolling rods strapped
to the transom have a pike banquet
at their last mooring? How many
days have that group of six boats full
of French anglers been fishing for
‘brochet á manger’ on this fifty-acre
lough? It often seemed like I was the
last one to the party and all the best

So, why should it be that I’m so
confident of at least being in with
a chance of connecting with an
English pike of epic proportions?
Well, the first and obvious point to
make is that I’ve seen and caught
such fish, but my confidence is
boosted by the mere style in which
these fisheries are managed.
Speak to the staff and owners
of these trout fisheries and
they sing a very different
hymn to that of their Irish

counterpart (not that Irish trout
waters are necessarily owned by
trout clubs) especially a small select
group of western based anti-pike
bigots. Although ‘managed’ primarily
as ‘put and take’ trout fisheries with
a strong emphasis on fly fishing,
these fisheries are increasingly
opening their gates to keen predator
anglers through certain times of
year and allowing other techniques
such as (sea) deadbaits and lures.
Right across the UK pike are seen as
a positive commodity, a resource,
a form of revenue for these oftenstruggling trout fisheries, as the
general demographic of trout anglers
gets older and visiting numbers
of trout anglers dwindles. These
fisheries openly acknowledge the
positive impact that native pike have
and this is often reflected in their
list of fishery rules e.g. appropriate
nets, unhooking mats, adequate
unhooking tools, barbless hooks,
mandatory wire leaders when
targeting pike, all pike to be returned
unharmed to the water etc. are
just some of the rules and
notices you’ll see posted
around these reservoirs.
Not only are these naturally
occurring pike stocks >>

NEW SERIES ON ENGLISH FISHING

1. The amazing, unique and
very expensive (!) Chew Valley
reservoir near Bristol has rewritten UK pike history in recent
years but there are many more
superb waters out there
2. A lovely short, fat 20lb+ fish
from a Midlands trout reservoir.
Unlike many Irish waters I
once fished, I know that such
venues hold very large pike,
which can do wonders for your
confidence...

2

Every single time I go afloat on an English trout reservoir I’m thinking
‘today could be the day!’ I know with 100% certainty that each
reservoir contains at least some stock of truly giant pike
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Right across the UK pike are seen as a positive
commodity, a resource, a form of revenue for
these often-struggling trout fisheries...

protected from persecution, but in
most cases the staff and management
are very keen and successful pike
anglers in their own right. Gone are
the days in England of pike being
maligned and marketed as something
to be despised, killed and thrown
up the bank. Every single effort is
made to ensure that these pike are
unharmed and protected! Can
we, hand on heart, say the
same about native Irish pike?
These policies are clearly
having a positive effect on
these fisheries in general, with
each fishery boasting healthy
stocks of all fish both native and
introduced (farmed trout). These
fisheries are quite cleverly keen to
avail of the extra revenue that pike
and predator anglers can generate
and the benefits to the fishery as the
stocks of ALL fish species are kept
healthy thanks to ‘nature’s game
keeper’, Esox lucius.
ANGLIAN WATER
So, having waxed lyrical about all
these huge leviathans swimming
freely and safely in many waters up
and down the UK, how can you as
a pike angler get in on the action?
I’m certain there isn’t a keen pike
angler alive that hasn’t heard of Chew
Valley or Llandegfedd Reservoir and
the absolutely colossal pike that
these two waters have collectively
produced down the years. However,
would it surprise you to know that
there are a great many such waters
with perhaps similar, albeit slightly
less-tapped potential?
It’s no secret that most
of the large pike caught in the UK
come from reservoirs which are
actively managed as put & take trout
fisheries. These places just hold all
the right ingredients to produce
out-sized pike – plenty of prey, good
water quality, lots of space and a
general lack of angling pressure.
You would of course be forgiven for
thinking that Chew was the only
game in town with all the hype and
publicity that it gets. Although it is
clearly a very special venue, for some
strange reason it’s still producing the
goods after many years of pressure
and year after year it threatens the
British pike record. You should know
that there are other options available
and generally at a fraction of the
cost, with NO waiting list and with
far less attention from anglers!
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3 & 4. Pike fly fishing has really
grown in popularity recently. It is
great fun, very effective and has
the added bonus of allowing
you access to many ‘fly-only’
waters where monsters lurk...
5. Don’t be put off by reservoirs
which maintain a ‘fly-only’
policy. Get to grips with pike
fly methods and you could
be in with a chance of some
spectacular fishing away from
the crowds

I could at this stage try to
compile an exhaustive list of all the
UK managed trout reservoirs that
contain massive pike, however that
information is pretty freely available,
with a bit of research. I will though
draw your attention to at least one
group of mid-land reservoirs which
each contain pike of 30 pounds
and over and, although certain
restrictions apply, are open for pike
anglers to fish.
Anglian Water, one of
England’s largest water companies
supplying over 6 million customers,
manage a group of five fisheries, four
of which are managed as put & take
trout fisheries, namely Ravensthorpe,
Pitsford, Grafham and, the biggest,
Rutland Water, all of which regularly

5
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6

A good option for visiting predator anglers would be to
purchase a ‘three-day predator special’ ticket. In my
experience this does cut down the cost considerably
and is ideal for a long weekend hunting predators.

trout TOP10
Dermot’s

reservoirs

for

pike.

* fly-only fishing
6. The 800-acre Blithfield
Reservoir near Birmingham has
produced several 40lb+ pike
over the years and still is one
of those dream waters in many
ways (credit: Blithfield Anglers)
7. A beautifully-marked pike
taken from Rutland a few
season’s back. Are trout water
fish less credible compared to
wild ones? I prefer to just think
of them as ‘different’

produce pike of 30 pounds and over.
They are generally open to the pike
angler from September (Rutland,
Grafham), although Pitsford opens
to predator anglers from May and
Ravensthorpe from sometime
in October. Despite these date
restrictions and rules such waters are
really worth the effort, in my humble
opinion.
The good news is that these
venues are very user friendly for
the traveling angler, with readily
available boats of a reasonable
standard for hire complete with
outboard motor, anchors, life jackets
and, in the case of the Anglian
waters, drogues and a predator
landing net. Realistically an angler
could just turn up with a couple of
rods and baits and be good to go.
In terms of cost, you won’t
get an awful lot of change back from
£40 but that would include your day’s
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fishing and boat hire. A good option
for visiting predator anglers would
be to purchase a ‘three-day predator
special’ ticket. In my experience this
does cut down the cost considerably
and is ideal for a long weekend
hunting predators.

Fly fishing for pike in the
English reservoirs can and does
produce some huge fish annually
and it’s not all about hauling flies
the size of two-pound rainbow trout.
These waters are literally thick
with coarse fish fry and the zander,
perch, trout and pike thrive on the
abundance of this natural food
source, so downsizing patterns can

Blithfield

6.

Ravensthorpe

2.

Foremark*

7.

Pitsford

3.

Eyebrook*

8.

Grafham

4.

Rutland

9.

Chew

5.

Drayote*

10.

Blagdon*
yield surprising results. The pike fly
angler can really get the pick of the
crop when it comes to exploiting
the potential of these trout fisheries
by getting access to the fishery’s
predators when the official bait
and lure season for these fisheries
is closed - those giant predators are
still swimming around looking to eat
something!

7

PIKE FLY FANS GET THE PICK OF THE
CROP
Although right across England there
is a far greater general acceptance
of predators and predator anglers in
the managed trout fisheries, not all
of them allow the lure and bait guys
to roam free but that’s not to say that
predator anglers aren’t welcome. On
the contrary, these fisheries are often
very pro-pike and pike anglers but
they run strict ‘fly only’ policies. Now,
given the huge advances in the fly
fishing for pike scene these virtually
untapped fisheries are now at our
disposal and trust me when I tell you
these pike are well worth the effort of
upping your fly fishing skills

1.

7

As with all the fresh water
fishing in the UK, a national fishing
licence is required. These can often
be purchased at the fishery itself
or the local post office but in this
day and age it’s probably easiest to
purchase one online through https://
www.gov.uk/fishing-licences or some
such agent. I couldn’t recommend
a visit to these UK trout reservoirs
highly enough.
Dermot Ogle

NEXT TIME I cover my
approach to targeting
those notorious invaders
from the deep… zander!
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Now proudly offering the largest range of Westin
products in Ireland & the country’s only stockist
of Ra’is bass lures
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Unit D, Southgate, Cork St., Dublin 8

www.southsideangling.ie
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LIFE IS BETTER WHEN YOU FISH
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Thanks for reading...
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